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ABSTRACT 

l-ligl吋ensity and higl均 uniform GaAs corrugaLion naturally forrnecl on a (775)13-

oriented CaAs surface grown at a substrate temperaLure (九) of 6700C by lIlolecular 

beam epitaxy (M13E) was found by atomic force microscope (AFM) observaLion. The 

lateral period and verLical amplitude of Lhe GaAs corrugaLion were decided precisely 

to be 12 nm and l.2 nm by cross-sectional transmission electron microscopy observaｭ

Lion , respectively, and it wωfound that extremely high-densiLy quantum wires (QWfu) 

(8x 105 QWRs/cm-1
) were realized due Lωo t凶he lateral c∞O凶

well width modulation in a quanLum well (QW) wiLh a corrugaLed AIAs-on-CaAs upper 

interface and a flat GaAs-on-AlAs lower interface grown on Lh ，三 (775 ) ß GaAs subsLrate 

The (775)13 CaAs sur[aβe is flat for 九三5800C and is corrugated for 九三6400C in conLrast 

with the ftat surface observed for AIAs layers grown for Ts=540-700oC. Moreover, it 

was confirmed that the (775)13 CaAs substrate is most suiLable fo1' fabrication of QWR 

structures by AFIvl and ph加旧削otω沿;olu山叩I汀I凶I

Us剖ing the GaAs corrugation , GaAs/AIAs, CaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 and C仏s/

(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs were grown on (775)B CaAs substrates. The PL peak from 

Lhe GaAs / (GaA仏(AIAs)2 QWRs at 14 K showed large polarization anisotropy lP 
(111 - 11.)/ (111 + 九) = 0 , 19]. FWHM of the PL peak was as small as 15 meV at 入=692

nm , which is the smallest ever observed for self-organized Ca.Asj AICaAs QWH.s. Uniｭ

formity of the GaAs/(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs was compal'able to Lhe best l川fonniLy for 

GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs achieved in GaAs/ AIGaAs V-groove Q\iVRs , GaAs/ AIGaAs Tｭ

QWRs and GaAs/ AIGaAs tilted T-QWRs fabricated with the most precise controllaｭ

bility and high uniformity of M13E and metalorganic chemical vapor deposition. The 

PL intensity from the GaAs/(GaA仏(AIA仇 QWRs was almost as large as thaL from a 

GaAsj(CaA仏(AIA仇 QW grown on a (100) GaAs subsLrate 回multaneously. Furtherｭ

more, the one-dimer凶onality of the GaAs/(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs wa紛s c∞on凶n白nn口rne吋d no叫t 0∞nl砂y 

by the PL polarization dependence but a叫lsωo by t旬empe釘ra叫tur陀e de叩pendence邸s of PL F川WHM，

PL int旬凶e臼I悶ty a 吋 PL decay time. These res 山;s indicate that the CaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 

QWRs on the (775)13 GaAs substrate meet all 1'e午lÎrernents fo1' application Lo QWR 

lasers , i.e., high one-dimensionality, high density, high uniformiLy, high crystal quality, 
high reproducibility and easy device fabrication. 

Finally, GaAs/(GaA仏(AIAs)2 GRlN-SCH QWR lasers were grown on (775)13 GaAs 

substrates, and stI'ipe-geometry lasers were fabl'icated. The (775)13 QW111asers oscillaLed 

at room temperature (RT) under a condition of pulsed currenL , and this is Lhe 自 rsL time 

for self-organized QWRs to oscillate a叫t RT τT、h旧e t山h附ho凶凶1旧叫叫oldはd cun 

lasers were smaller than those of simultaneously grown (100) QW  lasers. The Lhresholc.l 

current density of the QWR laser on the (775)B CaAs substrate was as low as 2.8 kA/cm2, 
which is a good result for QWR lasers next to the V-groove Q¥iVR lasel・ .
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

Recently, a main rnaterial of semiconductor devices is Si , however, III-V compound 

semiconductors have been widely investigated because of their suitable physical properties 

for high speed electronics transistors and optical devices. GaAs, which is the main material 

used in this study, shows good properties as follows. 

1. GaAs has the direct band gap and thus can be applied to light emitting devices, 

which cannot be made by Si. 

2. Electron mobility in GaAs is about six times larger than that in Si at room temｭ

perature. 

The advance of crystal growth techniques of semiconductor, such as molecular beam 

epitaxy (MBE) and rnetalorganic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) , enabled us to fabｭ

ricate heterostrucLures in the atonlﾌc scale. As a result , various kinds of �vices have been 

developed with III-V compound semiconductors , e . g・， high electron lnobility transisLor 

(HEMT)lペ reson加t tunneling diode (RTD)3 , 4 , quantum well (Q¥iV) laser5-7. Recently, 

modulated semiconductor devices are widely used in all over the world , and satellite 

broadcasting, portable phones and optical communication turn to be comlllon with the 

use of HEMTs and Q W 1ぉers. In future, modulated semiconductor devices with much 
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higher pcr[ormancc lnust be needed, an� t.hus , developmellts o[ these �vices are rna.king contributes to lasing due to its sharp 1D DOS , which le似ls to low Lhn~shold current 

progre.ss now. 

1n this deca.clc, lTlore advanced qua.ntum strudures, such as quantum wire (ωQWR町) a.n吋1d 

quan川t川um dot (QD) , 1 

er此凶tieω~s山. 1n case o[ a. QWR (QD) , ca.rricrs a.re conf�cd in the regio川悦 than dc Brogie 

wavelength o[ electron in two diredions (in thrce directions) , i.c. , thc carricrs a.rc quanｭ

tizc� in a wi件likc structure (in a. dot-like structure). IIence, QWR and QD correspond 

to the one仔-べ仁山nensi引siona.l (lD) a吋 the 兄問加e臼ro-di打rne引I附O問1 (OD) syst旬加;沼~el臼l口ms

r陀es叩u l礼L ， their dcnsity of states (DOS) become sharpcr than that of the two-dirnensional 

(2D) system in a QW  as shown in Pig. 1.1. Novel optica.l propert ies , such as a. na.rrower 

gain spectrum , a higher difIcrential gain 13 , an incrcased binding energy of exciton 15, 16 a.nd 

a.n enha.nccd opLical nonlinearity17 are cxpedcd Lheoretically for QWRs, which lcad to 

superior per[ormances of QWR la.')ers as follows. 

(in the μA range). 

Such improved device characteristics would make Q羽1R las(ヨrs useful in various optoｭ

electronic applications involving integraLion o[ lasers wiLh low powcr elecLronics or highｭ

density laser arrays , e.g., opLical compuLer interconnecLs, image processing and optical 

computing. 
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1. Reduced temperature sensitivity of threshold current9 

Temperat.ure dependence of threshold current of semicondudor lasers 1S ascribed to 

thermal sprcading of illjecLed ca.rriers over a wide energy range of states. 1n casc of 

a QWR laser, however, the temperaLure eHect is suppressed since DOS of the QWR 

has a sharp peak structure and is a decreasing function as incrcasing temperatur・e.

ω
0
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2. Modulation bandwid七h10, 12 

IIighcr DOS a.t the QWR subbands results in a laほer pea.k gain compa.red Lo 

QW  for the same carrier concentrat ion , with a. correspond1ng increase in the difｭ

ferential gain dg/ dN. The limit to the dired modula.Lioll ba.ndwidth of semiconｭ

dudor laser is set by the relaxa.tion oscillation frequency Jr , which is given by 

L こ が(dg/dN)九ァ品1 p/2 , where 九 is the photon density in the cavi ty of laser a.nd 

Trb is the photon lifetime in the ca.vity 18. Hence, the largcr difrerential gain due 

to the sharp 1D DOS leads to the increase of modulation bandwidth of the QWR 

laser. 

Eg E11 E12 E13 

Energy 
EgE111E112E113E114 9 

Energy 
Pigu陀 1. 1: Density ofstates of n-dilnensional systems (n: integer, 0-3). 

3. Low th reshold current 14 

Compared wi th a Q羽r laser ヲ a larger part of carricrs confined in a QWR lascr 

The realization of useful QWR lasers , however, requires the development of QWR 

heterostructures meeting several constra.intsHJ. Such heterostructures should not only 

exhibit well resolved quasi-1D subbands, but also should be compatible with high optical 

gain , efficient charge carrier injection and low-loss optical cavity design in order to yield the 

expected improvernents in laser performance. Well resolved quasi-1D subban� s 七ructure
is a.ccomplished if the energy level broadening in a QWR due to size fluctua.tion is much 

smaller than its sulコband separa.tion ムE. 1n addition，ムE三kBT is necessary in order 

to minimize thermal population of higher order s山bands (ko: Boltzrnan constant , T: 

ternperature). Defect-仕ee QWR structures are also required to rna.intain long carri 

6 7 



li[ctimcs and high quantmn eff�iency [or high optical ga.in. Moreover, efRcient ca.pture 

o[ thc j nject8� carriers into a QWR active region followed by fast relaxation inLo the 

ground states is important to attain threshold at suff�iently low injcdion current levels. 

Furthcrmore, high-density QWRs, tight optical waveguides and low-loss opLical cavities 

are required for increasing the opLicallnode gain and for reducing Lhe threshold gain. 

Up tO Loday, a lot o[ studies have been reported about the [abrication of QWRs and 

their properLies , and typical studies and their problems are as follows. 

1.2 (775)B-oriented surface 

Figure l.2 shows a schematic illustration of crystal orientation of a (775)B GaAs surｭ

face. The (775)B plane is oriented 8.50-0日 [rom a (111)B surface toward a (lJ 0) surface. 

Incidentallyぅ"A" signifies 1he surface terminated by Ga, and "B" correspon� to 1he 

surface terminated by As. 

1. Etching and 1'egrowth20 Bird's eye view 
(111 )A 

Tn case of exarnples 3 and 4, QWRs with good uniformity and good size controllaｭ

biliLy havc bcen fab1'icaLed. IIoweve1', QWR.<:; are of low density, and the fa.brication 

process is cornplicated. Hence, it is difficult to apply these QWRs to practic:al QWR 

lase1's. 

2. 10n-beam implanta.tion a.nd thermal treatment21 

Examples 1 and 2 have conclusive problems 七hat damage and conta.lnination are 

inevitable because of the p1'ocess in thc air. For avoiding Lhe problems , methods 

without the process in the air are contrived. 

3. Growth on patterned substrates22
-
27 

4. Reg1'owth on cleaved edges28 

(111 )A 

Cross-sectional view 

5. Natura.l [orma.tion using particular crystal growth modes (110) 

(001 ) 
8.50 

. Fractiona.l su perlaUice a.nd Serpentine superlattice29,30 

• Self二 orga.nized multi-atomic steps on vicinal and high-index sur[aces:H-33 

Example 5 is considered to be the closest to practical device applications since highｭ

density QWR.<:� can be obtained without complicated process. Most QWRs ill this 

technique, however, are lack of uniformity at 七he p1'esent stage. 

(
-m 

GaAs QWIls grown on (775)B-oriented GaAs substrates are classified into example 

5, however , the (775)B QWH.s have superior propertiefi compared with other QWH.s , 

particularly at the pOillt of density and uniformity. 

Figure 1.2: Schematic illustration of crystal orientation of a (775)B surface and around a 

(111)B surface. 

8 9 



1.3 This work 

ln this thesis , Ga八s QWRB using self-organized corruga.tion on (775)B GaAs sur[aces are 

describecl. Th閃 QWR~ are naturally [ormed in a Lhin Ga.As/(GaAs)m(Ali¥s)n QVv with 

a corrugated AIAs-on-GaAs interface a.nd a flat GaAs-on-AlAs interf九ce and show high 

potential for applicaLion to QWR lasers. The self-organized (775)B QWRs wcre found in 

this study for the first time. 巴speciall)九 density and size uniformity of the (775)B QWRs 

are the best or at the top level among QWRs p1'eviously reported. Following this chapter, 

each one describes as follows. 

In chapLer 2, MBE sysLelns and other experimental equipmenLs used in Lhis work arc 

described brie日y.

Jn c}刈)ter 3, high-density GaAs corrugation naturally formed on the (775)B GaAs 

surface, its features , rめrication of GaAs/ AIAs QWRB using the Gai¥s corrugation and 

their optical properties a1'e p1'esented. The Ga.As/ AIAs QWRB structu1'e was the fi1'st one 

among QWR~ grown on (775)B GaAs sulコst1'a.tes ， a.nd 1'esults in this chap七e1' ma.de up our 

minds to proceed with this work. 

ln chapte1' 4, GaAs a吋 AIAs g1'owth modes on (775)B GaAs s山st1'aLes a.re described 

Some fabrication methods of QWRB we1'e developed on the basis of the results in this 

chapter. 

ln chapte1' 5, Ga.As/(Ga.As)2(AIAs)2 QWRs grown on a (775)B Gai¥s substra.te and 

thei1' optical propcrties are described. The GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs were improved 

drastically at the point of one-dimensionality compared with the GaAs/ A 1 As QWRs deｭ

sc1'ibcd in Cha.pter 3. Moreover, theoretical analysis about optical properLies of the (775)B 

Gai¥sj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRB by the finite element 1恒例hod is presented. The calculated 

resul ts are good agreement wi th the experilnental resul ts and expecL high perforrnance of 

lasers used (775)B QWRs as their ac:tive layers. (This theoretic:al c:alculation was done 

by Assoc:. P1'of. M. Ogawa in Kobe Universityぅ not by the author.) 

ln chapter 6, GaAs/(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs g1'own on a (775)B GaAs substrate and their 

various pμi川olu山i刀miτ

QWRB have exもt1'万四e臼mel匂y hi甘igh un凶1註ifor口'mit匂i守ヴY whi比c:h i同s the top level in a11 Q\羽九1RB 1'eported and 

10 

meet a11 requirements for application to QWR lasers , i.e. , high uniformiLy, high densiLyj 

high optical quality and simple fabrication process. 

In chapter 7, growth modes of GaAs layers and opLical properties of 

GaAs/(GaA仏(AIAs)2 QWs (QWRB) on misoriented (111)B GaAs subsLraLes are preｭ

sented. The results indicate that (775)B GaAs substrates are most suiLable for fabricaLion 

of QWRB at the point of uniformity. 

ln chapter 8, it is described about strip&geomeLry GaAs/(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 CRIN-SCII 

QWR lasers grown on (775)B GaAs substrates. The (775)B QWR la.sel's oscillated a.t 

room temperature (RT) under a condition of pulsed current a.nd showeJ lower threshold 

currents tha.n the simultaneously grown (100) lasers. The (775)8 QWR laser is Lhe first 

one for self-organized QWRB to osci11a.te at RT. 

In cha.pter 9, conclusions of this work a.re given. 

11 



Chapter 2 

Experirnental Equiprnents 

1n this chapter, experimental equipments and techniques used in this study are deｭ

scribed. 

2.1 Molecular beam epitaxy : MBE 

2.1.1 MBE 

MBE is one of crystal growLh methods in ultra high vacuum. Growth procedure is very 

simple as follows. Solid sources for crystal growth , such as Ga, Al , 1n, As and dopants , 

are heated in effusion cells and evaporate. The crystal growth occurs by irradiating the 

evaporated ruolecular beams to a clean and heated surface of a substrate. Thickness of 

the growth film is determined by the growth time, and the growth time is controlled by 

mechanical shuLters. 

Figure 2.1 shows (a) a photograph and (b) a scheruatic illustration in a growth char巾er

of Nissin RB-2001G MBE systern, which was the main machine used in this work. This 

MBE system consists of two ch凶削a剖I口lTl仇l

pumpi凶ng sy戸st旬ems. The growth chamber of the MBE systern 1S always evacuated by an ion 

getter pump (ANELVA P1C-400IP) and a Ti sublimation pump , even duri時 MBE growth, 

and is equipped with a liquid nitrogen shroud. The pressure in the growth chamber is 

kept below 1 x 10一 10 Torr. Group III and V fluxes are measured by a beam fiux monitor 

with a nude ion gauge at the growth position. Growth temperature is monitored with an 

13 



opLica.l pyrometer, a凶 the temperature is collect.ed by melting points of Al (6600C) and 

l凶b (5250C). Reflect.ion high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and q凶dr叩ole mass 

spectrometer (QMS; ANELVA AQA-360) are equipped in the growth charrlber and used 

for in situ monitoring. 

n̂other MBE sysLem w出 a1so used in Lhis sLudy (VG80-H). 1'his MBE system was 

only uscd for the growth of GRIN-SCJI lasers in Chapter 8. 1'he VG80-II MBE system 

is almost thc SaIne as the Nissin RB-2001G cxccpt having three chambers, which are an 

entry chamber, a preparation chamber and a growth chamber, respectively. 

2.1.2 Substrate preparation before MBE growth 

GaAs subsLraLes used in this study were prepared be[ore MBE growLh as follows. 

1. Degreasing 

(a) Cleaving a GaAs substrate for MBE growth into a proper size. 

(b) Degreasing the substrate with boiled trichloroeLhylene for 3 min (3 tiIlles). 

(c) Cleani時 the substrate with methanol in an ultrasonic bath for 3 min (3 times). 

(d) Rinsing the substra.te with distillecl water (10 times). 

2. Clean etching 

(a) Putti時 the substrate in a solution of H2S04:H20 = 5:2. 

(b) Etching the substrate using a sulfuric acid etchant (H2S04:H202:H20 == 5:1:1) 

kept at a temperature of abou七 1000C [or 1 min. 

(c) Rinsing the su bstrate wi th distilled water (10 times) 

(d) Blowing water on a. surface of the substra.te with N2 gas. 

(e) Bakillg the substrate at a Lempera.ture of 2000C on a hot plaLe [or 1-2 hours. 

1'hen , the GaAs substrate wa.s lnounted on a Mo holder by indíum, anJ it was degassed 

in the Load-lock charnber at 3500C [or 30 minutes. Finally, the substrate wa.s thermally 

cleaned a.t a substrate temperature of 6500C for 15 minu凶 in AS4 atmosphere (10--6 1'orr) 

just before MBE growth in the growth cha.mber. 

14 

QMS Growth Chamber 

Effusion Cells 
(a) 

AI 

Effusion Cells 

(b) 

Liq. N2 Shroud 

QMS 

RHEED Screen 

Load-Lock 

Chamber 

RHEED 

Screen 

Figure 2.1: (a) Photograph of Nissin RB-2001 G MBE system. (b) Schematic illustration 

in the MBE growth chamber. 
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2.2 Measurements 

2.2.1 Atomic force microscopy : AFM 

AFM is a very useful instrument to observe a surface of serniconductor fihn with an 

error of less than one atomic layer. This is the method that a cantilever is kept close to 

a sample surface and a three-dimensional picture of the sample surface is described by 

measuring ωn der Wωls force andjor repulsive force between the smnple surf配e an 

the cantilever. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic illustration of an AFwI instrument used in 

this study (Digital instruments Nanoscope III) , and AFwI measurements were done with 

a tapping mode. The tapping-mode means a lnethod that lneasur回 the repulsi ve forc 

by touching at the sample surface softly with a vibrating cantilever. The vibration of 

cantilever which shows Z-axis is measured by detecting a refiected laser beam at the back 

of cantilever wi th a photひdetector. X-axis and Y-axis are also controlled by scanning on 

the sample surface. 

RMS-detector Nanoscope 111 

Piezo Oscillator 

Cantilever Substrate 

XYZ Piezoelectric Scanner 

Figure 2.2: Schematic illustration of AFM system (Digital Instru 

16 

2.2.2 Transmission electron microscopy : TEM 

TEM is one of eledron microscopes, which has the highest resolving power now. The 

mechanism is as [ollows. First, electron beam with the power of several k V is irradiated 

into a thinned sample. A large part o[ the eledron beam passes through the sample, 

however, a small part of the beam is scattered by atoms elωtically and inelωもically. 1n 

these scattering, interference between inelastical scattered electrons is reduced due to the 

gap of wavelength , as a r出ult ， there is no contribution to lattice image. On the other 

hand, new spherical waves by elastical collision interfere in the sample. As a result , the 

spherical waves follow the law of Bragg, which is obtained as 

dsin e = η入，

where d is the interval between crystal planesぅ。 is the angle between crystal planes and 

the reftected wave ， ηis the integral number and 入 is the wavelength of the electron beam, 

respectively. TEM observation is a work that we select one or some o[ the Bragg reftected 

waves and focus them on the screen. There are three typical methods as follows. 

1. Bright-field image: This is the method that transmitted waves through a sample 

directly are focused on a screen. Rβgular parts in the sample turn to be bright , and 

irregular parts by absorption or scattering of electronic waves turn to be dark as 

shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). 

2. Dark-field image: This is the luethod that one o[ diffracted waves which are Braggｭ

reflecLed by a specific crystal plane is selected and focused on the screen. As its 

name, bright parts in the bright-field image turn to be dark , and dark parts are 

observed bright in opposite as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b). 

3. Lattice image: This is the method that a precise structure of a sample is able 

to be observed in the atomic scale. ElecLrons which are Bragg-reflected at each 

crystal plane in the sample are focused at the point behind an ob jecti ve lens as 

shown in Fig. 2.3 (c). Gathering of intersections between di百'racted waves and the 

focused surface corresponds to the diffracted image of electrons. This diffracted 

electron image is the Fourier transformed image o[ the crystallattice in the incident 
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direction of electrons. ln case that the electron waves go ahead still morc, they 

interfere each other because of overlaps of their paths , as a result , a new interfered 

image appears by each diffracted spot. This image is equal Lo a Fourier transformed 

image by cOlnponents of diffracted waves. ln consequence, the last interference 

image corr回ponds to a reprodl川ion of a real ato凶c arrangement (distrib凶on

of potential) since the arrangement of atoms in the sample is Fourier-transformed 

twice. 

Cross-sectional TEM observatiolls i n 七his work were joint research projects with Sano 

Laboratory in K wansei-Gakuin University. The TEM a.pparatus used in this work was 

a JEM-2000PX2 with 200 ke V accelera.tion volta.ge. We chose the la.ttice ﾍlnage method 

with picking up the [200] reflection selectively for emphasizing contrast between Ga.As 

and AIAs. The TEM appa.ra.tus was operated by Mr. Higuchi, Mr. Morﾏlnoto and Ms. 

Honda, who were members of Sa.no La.boratory. 

Specimen 

Lens 

Stop 

Screen 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.3: Scherna.tic illustrations of p山ciples of (a) bright-field image, (b) dé此-field 

image and (c) lattice image. 
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2.2.3 Photoluminescence: PL 

PL is one of optical analyses with highest sensitivity, and it is very useful since samｭ

ples are not damaged in the observation. ln this work , PL measurements were done Lo 

decide size uniformity from PL linewidth (see Appendix A) , one-dimensionality from PL 

polarizaLion (see Appendix B) , tempera.ture depende民es of PL li山wicHh alld intensi ty 

(see SecLion 6.3) a.nd PL decay time (see Section 6.4) and crysta.l quality of QWRs from 

PL intensity, respectively. 

Figure 2.4 shows a. schematic illustra.tion of the PL system of Hiyamizu Labora.tory. A 

sa.mple was cooled directly by a He-Ga.s cryostat , and a temperature of the sa.mp]e wa.s 

measured by a. thermocouple close to the sa.mple, a.nd the tempera.ture ca.n be controlled 

from 10 K to room temperature. The excitation source wa.s a He-Cd la.ser with 入=325 nm , 

and the laser beam was focused on the sample surface in a diameter of a.bout 200μm. PL 

spectrUln from the sa.mple was observed by a. monochromator and a photOlnultiamplifìer, 

a.nd PL signals through a lock-in-amplifier were recorded by a personal computer. 

PL results in Cha.pter 3 were observed by the systern of KUBOTA Corporation. Sa.mples 

were pla.ced in liquid helium during observation, a.nd the excita.tion source was Ar十 lωer

wi th 入=514.5 nm. 

The timかresolved PL measurement to estimate exciton lifetimes was done using an 

instrument of ATR Adaptive Cornrnunications Ilesea.rch Labora.tories , a.nd details of Lhe 

mea.surement a.nd a block diagra.ln of the timかresolved PL system are given in Chapter 

6. 
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Figure 2.4: 8chematic illustration of PL system of Hiyamizu Laboratory. 
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Chapter 3 

GaAs/ AIAs Quantull1 Wires 

For the application of QWRs to devic民 high-density and highly uniform QWRs are 

indispensable. In this chapter, structural estimations of high-density corrugation naLural1y 

formed on (775)B GaAs surfaces and optical properties of high-densiLy GaAs/ AIAs QWRs 

using the (775)B GaAs corrugation are reported. The study in this chapter wωthe start 

point of the work related to the (775)B QWRs. 

3.1 Structural estimation of GaAs corrugation 

For surface AFM and cross-sectional TEM observations , a 1 ι pe町印n山od GaAs(σ 5 

nm)ν/AIAs吋(5 nrr町吋I

n口mサ) bufre訂r layer (800 nm in total) on a (775)B GaAs substrate by MBE at a substrate 

temperature (九) of 670oC. V /III pressure ratio was 10 (16) for GaAs (AIAs) , and growth 

rates were 1μm/h for both GaAs and AIAs. A schematic illustration of the GaAs(5 

nm) / AIAs(5 nm) 8L structure is shown in Fig. 3.1. 

3.1.1 Surface AF恥1 observation 

Figure 3.2 shows a surface morphology of a 5-nm-thick GaAs layer, which corresponds to 

the top layer of the CaAs(5 nm)/ AIAs(5 nm) 8L, observed by AFM. Regular corrugation 

with extremely straight step edges i凶n tオ;he

image久， the lateral pe町riod and v切er吋ti比ca叫1 aむ元UIlplitude of the c∞orrugation we白1'e approximately 12 
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GaAs/AIAs 
superlattice buffer 

5nm 

5nm 

5nm 

5nm 

780 nm 

Figure 3.1: 8chematic illustraLion of a GaAs(5 nm) / Al As(5 nm) superlaUice structure 

grown 011 a (775)B GaAs subsLrate 
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~m and approximately 1 nm, respectively. Although similar corruga七ion has often been 

observed for GaAs and AIGaAs grown on vicinal (110) GaAs substrates31 and vicinal 

(100) GaAs substrates32 , the corrugation on the (775)B surface is of much shorter period 

(1/5-1/10 of that previously repo巾d31 ， 32) ， in addition, it is very uniform. Almost the 

same corrugation as shown in Fig. 3.2 was also observed on the surface of a GaAs layer 

grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate at Ts=640oC , but it was not observed at Ts=580oC. 

Temperature dependence of surface morphology of GaAs layers grown on (775)B GaAs 

substrates is given in the next chapter in detail. 8urface corrugation like the (775)B 

one has lately considerable attention since corrugation can be applied to fabrication of 

Q羽TRs without a process of substrate. Then, cross-sectional TEM observation was done 

to confirm structural featur出 of the GaAs(5 nm) / AIAs(5 nm) 8L and to decide exact 

shapes and sizes of the GaAs corrugation. 

3.1.2 Cross-sectional TEM observation 

Figure 3.3 shows (a) a TEM micrograph of the (110) cross section of the GaAs(5 

nm)/AIAs(5 nm) 8L and (b) its schematic illustration. A regular corrugation can be seen 

on an AIAs-on-GaAs interface with ~ period of 12 nm [interface (A) in Fig. 3.3 (b)] in 

contrast to a flat GaAs-on-AlAs interface [interface (B) in Fig. 3.3 (b)]. The corrugated 

interface consists of a (lll)B terrace with a length of 8 nm and a (441)B microfacet with a 

length of 4.2 nm. The lateral period and vertical amplitude of the corrugation are decided 

to be 12 nm and 1.2 nm, respectively. It is expected that 七he regularly corrugated AIAsｭ

on-GaAs interface and the flat GaAs-on-AlAs interface result in a regular modulation of 

the well width of the AIAs/GaAs/ AIAs QW  grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate, in 

consequence, QWRs can be obtained for the case of the QW  with reduced well width. 
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，
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Figure 3.2: Surface morphology of a 5-nm-thick GaAs surface as the top layer of the 

GaAs(5 nm)/ AIAs(5 nm) superlattice grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate observed by 

AFM. 

Figure 3.3: (a) TEM microgra仲 of the (110) cross section of the Ga仏As(β5 nm刈)/A削lAs(β5 

nrr立刈I

Ga仏Asザ/A剖lAs QW  w羽it出h a c∞orru叩u略ga叫te吋dA剖lAs-刊-屯orトGaAs interface and a. fia.t Ga.As-刊-舟O∞n-A削lAsS 

interfa.ce. 
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3.2 PL properties 

In order to form GaAs/ AIAs QWR structures using the interface corrugation, 

GaAs/ AIAs QWs with well widths of Lwニ10.5 ， 6.3 , 4.3 and 3.3 nm as shown in Fig. 

3.4 were grown on a GaAs/ AIAs buffer layer (800-nm thick) on the (775)B GaAs subｭ

strate and on a (411)A GaAs substrate simultaneously at Ts=670
oC. The AIAs barrier 

1ayers ofthe QWs were 17-nm thick. The (411)A substrate waωsu凶se吋daωs a r閃efer閃reI

with extremely flat i凶nt旬erばfa配ce白s even grown a叫t high t匂emperatures34 ， 3お5 The 1ayer thicknesses 

are those observed for the (411)A substrate, i.e・， they are average well widths for (775)B 

QWs. The numbers of QWS were 1 (Lw=10.5 mTI) , 4 (6.3 mTI) , 8 (4.3 n叫

111吋， respecti vely. 

PL spectra at 4.2 K from the QWs on the (775)B substrate for two di百erent polarization 

directions are shown in Fig. 3.5. The PL spectrum w咜h the polarization parallel to the 

[110] di印ction ， i.e. , the direction of lines of the surface corrugation in Fig. 3.2 , and that 

with the perpendicular polarization on the (775)B plane are illustrated by a solid line 

and a dotted line, r句pectively. The sample was excited by an Ar十 laser wi th a power 

of 10m W and a beam d僘meter of 200μrn. PL peaks at 801 , 777, 746 and 71~) nm are 

from the QWs with L w =10.5, 6.3, 4.3 and 3.3 nm, respectively. With decreasing well 

width , the polarization anisotropy increases. The PL peak (υ入二715 nm) from the 3.3与-

nmQ\羽入f匂s exhibits the stronge白st pola削r、也a叫tiぬOαI孔1 dependence , indicating that one-dimensional 

con白nement of carriers becomes more e百ective with decreasing Lw due to the corrugation 

of the A1As-on-CaAs interface while the other 011e rernains fiat. 

FWHlvI of the PL peak (入=715 nm) 丘om the 3.3-mTI QWs on the (775)B substrate is 

as small as 15 meV at 4.2 K , which compares favorably with those of previously reported 

QWH.s, e.g・， 23 meV at 10 K 31 , 25 meV at 20 K32
. This resu1t indicates that very 

u凶‘órm formation of Q¥tVRs is realized on the (775)B substrate. Another adv3川age of 

the present QWRs formed on the (77万均5め)汚B su山I巾bs山tl白ra抗te i臼s t山ha叫t a仙ne以xt臼;ユ正r一 em口me均l旬y high d仇e凶nsit句i乎y of 

Q WRs [い1/(い12 nrr刈I

t凶ha叫t 0叶f s副e1ιf-or氾ga叩ni凶Z剖in昭1屯g Al凶Asザ/GaAs/Al悶GaAs QWRs 0∞n v吋icina叫al (100) GaAs substrates32 

and is one order of rnagnitude higher than that of GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs on vicinal (110) 

26 

26 nm 

17 nm 

L.v=3.3 nm 

17 nm 

Lw=4.3 nm 
><32 仁竺...，. / 奄 /./1 

17 nm 

~=6.3 nm 
><8 r ._マ~~--...，....-、J寸/ ノ〆/寸

17 nm 

><4 [ ー ?でfaAず--- ---1/ /λ 
Lw=10.5 nm 

17 nm 

~ルラ~~
)(1 

r/  
780 nm 

GaAs/AlAs 
superla悦ice buffer 

Figure 3.4: Schematic iIlustration of a GaAs/ A1As QWs (QWRs) strucLure grown on the 

(775)B GaAs substrate at 九二670o C.
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GaAs substrates31. The PL intensity from the GaAs/ AIAs QWHs on Lhe (775)B subsLraLe 

was almost Lhe same as Lhat from Lhe QWs on the (411)A substraLe, illdiωting that the 

QWRs on the (775)B substrate had high optical quality. 

The degrees of polarization , P三(/11- /上 )/(/11 十 Iょ)， [or the (775)B and (411)A samples 

As Lw decreases , the degree of 3.6. are plotted as a function of well width in Fig. 

polarization increases monotonically and reaches a value of P = 0.11 aL Lw=3.3 nm for 

the (775)B sample, while in the case of the (411) A sample, it is almost constant around 

This result suggests that the formation zero and even the largest value is P 0.03. 

especially for the case of Lw=3.3 nm , on Lhe of QWRs occurs in Lhe [110] direction , 4.2 K Photoluminescence 

(775)8 substrate, because PL from a QWR is preferentially polarizec1 parallel Lo Lhe wire GaAs/AIAs QWs on (775)8 sub. 

Ts=6700C. V/III=10 direction (see Appendix B). This 川her small value of the degree of polarizatioll (P = 0.1]) 

is probably due to the well layer being too thick fo1' sufficient carrie1' confinement wiLh 

In case of GaAs/ AIAs QWs, however, the thickness of the the interface corrugation. 

GaAs well layer is limited to about 3 nm', because PL intensity from the GaAs/ AIAs 

This is because the ground energy level of electrons in the QW  QW  greatly decreas白.

Hence, this approaches the X二band edge of the AIAs barrier layer with decreasing Lw ・

rather small polarization anisotropy of the GaAs/ AIAs QWRs 011 the (775)B substrate 

will be improved by further reducing the thickness of the CaAs well layer and replacing 

the AIAs barriers with AIGaAs barriers or GaAs/AIAs short-period superlattice barriers. 
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Figure 3.5: Polarization dependence of PL spectra (4.2 K) [rom GaAs/ AIAs QWs grown 

on the (775)B GaAs substrate 
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3.3 Summary 

よ 0.1 ト ? 

GaAs/ AIAs QWRs were naturally formed in a thin CaAs/ AIAs QW  (Lw二3.3 nm) with 

a regularly corrugated AIAs-on-GaAs interface and a fiat GaAs-on-AlAs interface grown 

on a (775)B GaAs s 山strate by MBE. It w&<; observe� by TEM that the la叫L切凶e白ra叫1 period a剖n

vertical amplitude of the interface c∞orrugation are 12 nm a剖n吋d 1.2 nm叱1 ， respectively. AFM 

observation revealed that the cor1'ugation of a GaAs surface is very regular and uniform. 

The PL peak at 入ニ715 nm from the QWRs with a c1'oss section of about 12 x 3 nm2 

showed a polarization deg1'ee of P 二 (111 一九)/([11 十九 )=0.11 and a very small FWIIM 

of 15 meV at 4.2 K. This FWHM value is much smaller than those (20-40 meV) reported 

so far fo1' selιorganizing Q羽fRs31 ， 32 , indicating highly uniform formation of the Q¥VR<;. 

Extremely high density ofQWRs (8x105 cm-1) was also realized , and the PL intensity 

f1'om the QWRs was almost the same as that of GaAs/AIAs QWs grown on a (411)A 

substrate, implying that the present QWRs have considerable potential for application to 

optical devic出 .
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Figure 3.6: Degrees of pol arization ぅ P = (111 -!l_)/(111 + !ょ)， for GaAs/ AIAs QWs grown 

on (775)B and (411)A GaAs substrates as a function of well width Lw ・
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Chapter 4 

Growth Modes of GaAs and AIAs 

on (775)B GaAs Substrate 

This chapter describes surface morphologies of GaAs and AIAs layers grown on (775)B 

GaAs substrates as a function of growth temperature and layer thickness. According to 

results reported in this chapter, GaAs/(GaAs)m(AIAs)n QWRs presented in Chapter 5, 

6 and 8 were designed. 

4.1 AFM observation of GaAs surfaces 

Experimental conditions were as fo11ows. In MBE growth, substrate temperatures were 

changed from 5400C to 6400C. V /III pressure ratio was 9 (14) for GaAs (AIAs) , and 

growth rates were 0.5-1. 0μm/h for both GaAs and AIAs layers. The substrates were 

rotated at a rate of 30-60 rpm. Immediately after the MBE growth of GaAs or GaAs / AIAs 

layers was concl uded, a11 samples were cooled to room temperature under AS4 atmosphere, 

and they were taken out from the MBE growth chamber for observation of their surface 

morphologies by AFM in N2 gas atmosphere. 

Figure 4.1 shows AFM images of surfa.ce morphologies of 500-nm-七hick GaAs layers 

grown on (775)B Ga.As substra.tes a.t Ts=540, 560 , 580 , 610 and 640oC. The GaAs surｭ

fa.ces are fla.t for Ts二540- 580oC (step heights of the surface are less than 0.3 nm) [(a)-(c)]. 

However, the surface is slightly corrugated for Ts=610oC (d) , and regular surface corru-
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substrates are always flat for Ts=550oC. After Lhe growLh of buffer layers , the substrate 

temperature was increased to 640o C, and the samples were kepL aL Ts=640oC for a lninute 

under AS4 atmosphere (10-6 Torr). Then , Ga.As layers of 0.3 , 0.6, 1.2, 1.8, 2.4 and 4.8 

nm in thickness were grown on the type A buffer ]ayers , and 10- , 50-a.nd 250-nm-thick 

GaAs layers were grown on the type B bu百er layers. Figure 4.2 shows AFM images of 

surface morphologies of the GaAs layers with thicknesses of (a) 1.2 nm, (b) 4.8 nm , (c) 

50 nm and (d) 250 nm. Rβgu lar sur[ace corrugation is visible on a11 Ga.As layers 

gation is clearly observed for Ts=640oC (e). Step edges of the corrugation run straight in 

the [110] direction. The lateral period (Lp) of the surface corrugation of the GaAs layer 

grown at Ts=640oC is approxilnately 35 mn, and 七he step heights (Hs) are appro:ximately 

4 nm, respectively. The AlAs layer always shows a flat surface for Ts=540-670oC. 

(a) 

(d) 

、
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I

f
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υ
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(e) 

(c) 

Lp of the surface corrugation of the GaAs layers is plotted as a function of layer thickness 

dGaAs in Fig. 4.3. In the region of dGωaAs ご三;4.8 nm , Lp and Hs a紅re almost c∞Oαns百st句an批1北t (付ap

P戸ro似xima叫t句凶ely 12 nm and approximately 1 nrr口爪T

corrugation are similar. To the author's knowledge, formation of such uniform corrugation 

in the early stage of growth has not yet been reported. As dGaAs increases ぅ both Lp and 

fJs increase, and finally Lp and Iis saturate at approximately 35 nm and approximately 4 

nm, respectively, for dGaAs三 200 nm. The size-increasing feature and saturation behavior 

of Lp and Hs similar to the corrugation observed on the (775)B GaAs substrat出 was

observed and explained for GaAs layers grown on vicinal (100) GaAs surfaces38-40. The 

constant Lp and Hs during the early stage of growth, however, to the author's knowledge, 

were observed in this study for the first time, and the reported simulation models38-40 do 

not explain the constant Lp and Hs during the early stage of growth. • 
200 nrn [110] 

The Ga.As layer grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate at Ts=550oC exhibited a ftat 

surface, but the surface corrugation of Lp二12 nm was formed by thermal annealing at 

Ts=640oC under AS4 atmosphere (10-6 Torr). Figure 4.4 shows surface AFNl images of the 

] .5-nm-thick top GaAs layers of the Ga.As(1.5 nm)/AIAs(1.5 nm) superlattice structures 

(a.) before and (b) after thermal annealing at Ts=640
oC. The feature size of the suτface 

corrugation after thermal annealing is almost the same as those of the thi n Ga.As la戸rs

with dGaAs=0.3-4.8 nm grown at Ts=640
oC. Tt should be noted that the feature size of 

the surface corrugation does not change with the 七hickness of GaAs layers for annealing 

experiments. Forma.tion of the surface corrugation with multi-atOlnic steps due to reｭ

arrangement of atoms on the surface during thermal annealing was reported on a vicinal 

(100) Ga.As surfac�1
. However, the reason for Lp to be 12 nm for this (775)B surface is 

Figure 4.1: Surface AFM images of 500-nln-thick GaAs layers grown on (775)B GaAs 

substrates by MBE at. (a) 丸=540oC ， (b) 560o C, (c) 580o C, (d) 6100C and (e) 640oC. 

Following the temperature dependence, thickness dependence of Lp and Hs of the surｭ

face corrugation of GaAs layers grown on the (775)B GaAs substrates at 九二6400 C were 

studied. Two bu百er layers with flat surfaces and interfaces were used in this study; 

a GaAs(1.5 nm)jAIAs(1.5 nm) superlattice structure (10 periods) on a 500-nm-thick 

GaAs(50 nm)jAIAs(50 nm) superlattice grown at Ts=550
oC (type A) , and a GaAs layer 

(500 nm) grown at Ts=550
oC (type B). It is notable that the results discussed below are 

not related to the bu伽 layer because GaAs and AIAs surfaces grown on (775)B GaAs 
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GaAs layer thickness (dGaAs) dependence of lateral period (Lp) of surface Figure 4.3: 

200 nm corrugation of GaAs layer grown at Ts=640oC on (775)B GaAs substrates 

Figure 4.2: Surface AFM images of GaAs layers of various thicknesses dCaAs grown on 
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(775)B GaAs substrates at Ts=640oC by MBE. (a) dc山二1. 2 nm, (b) dCaAsニ4.8 叫 (c)

36 

dCaAs=50 nm and (d) dc山二250 nm. 



not clear at present. 

Continuity of the straight step edges along the [110] direction was improved with inｭ

creasing dCaAs. The average length of the straight step edg白 was approximately 250 nm 

for dCaAs=O nm, which is the sample only thermally annealed , but became more than 1 

μm for dcaAs=4.8 nm and more than 10μm for dCaAsニ250 nm. 

(a) 

4.2 TEM observation of GaAsj(GaAs)5(AIAs)5 

Q"WRs structure 

In order to con日rm the precise structures of the corrugated A1As-on-GaAs interface and 

the ftat GaAs-on-AIAs interface in a GaAs / A lAs QW  using cross-sectional TEM obserｭ

vation, a GaAs/(GaAs)5(AIAs)5 QW  structure with an average well width of 3 nm was 

grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate. First, a 10-period (3仏nm-thick) (GaAs)5 (AIAs)5 

short-period superlattice (SPS) barrier layer was grown on a GaAs(50 nm) / AIAs(50 nm) 

superlattice buffer layer (500-nm thickness in total). Then, a 0.6-nm-thick GaAs layer as 

a part of a 3-nm-thick GaAs QW  layer was grown on the top AIAs layer of the SPS barrier 

to prevent surface contamination of the AIAs layer during growth interruption. Then, Ts 

was raised from 5500C to 640o C, and a 2.4-nm-thick GaAs QW  layer was groWD. Finally, 

an upper (GaAs)5(AIAs)5 SPS barrier wa.s grown at Ts=550oC. Figure 4.5 shows (a) a 

TEM micrograph of the (110) cross section of the GaAs/(GaAs)5(AIAs)5 QWand (b) 

its schematic illustration. It is clearly observed that the AIAs-on-GaAs interfa.ce of the 

3-nmぺhick QW  grown at Ts=640oC is corrugated. The lateral period and step heights of 

the interface corrugation are 12 nm and 1.2 nm, respectively, which ar� the same as those 

for the 5-nm-thick GaAs welllayer presented in Chapter 3. On the other hand, AIAs-onｭ

GaAs interfaces and GaAs-on-AlAs interfaces in the SPS barriers grown at T;, = 550o C are 

ftat. 
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Figure 4.4: AFM images of GaAs surfaces (a) before and (b) after thermal annealing at 

Ts=640oC. 

Figure 4.6 shows an AFM image (top view) of the (775)B corrugated surface of a 2.4-

nm-thick GaAs layer grown at Ts=640oC. This AFM image is consistent with the TEM 

results discussed above. 
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Figure 4.5: (a) TE1¥!I micrograph 0[' Lhc (110) C1'081)印c:Li Oll 0(' C: aA 1) / (C:川討)5 (八 IAs)5

Q\iVH討 fonncJ in an average 3.0-IIJJl-Lhick Ca!\ t:ì /(CaA 行 )5 (八 I jい ) 5 Q'vV gl'OWll 011 a (775)13 

GaAs subsLraLe by ~I1ßE. (b) SchemaLic illusLl'aLioll 0[' Ca^s/(Ca l\ 討)5 (八 IAs)5 Q¥NHs 
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Figure 4.6: AFM image (top view) of the (775)B corrugated surface of a 2.4-nm-thick 

GaAs layer grown at Ts=640oC. 



4.3 Summary 

Surface morphologies of GaAs and AIAs layers grown on (775)B GaAs substrates by 

MBE were studied.using AFM. The GaAs surface is fiat for Ts :S; 5800 C, however, it is 

corrugated for えさ6400Cin contrast with the fiat surface observed for AIAs layers. The fiat 

GaAs surface grown at Ts=5500C becomes corrugated by thermal annealing at Ts==6400C 

under AS4 atmosphere (10-6 Torr) for one minute. 1n the early stage of GaAs growth 

(a layer thickness of less than 5 nm) , shapes of the surface corrugation are almost the 

same. As the thickn田s of the GaAs layer increases , both the lateral period and step 

heights of the corrugation increase and saturate for dGaAs三200 nm. Cross-sectional TEM 

observation for a GaAsj(GaAs)5(AIA仇 QW with a 3-nm-thick GaAs QW  layer grown 

on the (775)B GaAs substrate at Ts=640oC indicates that the lateral period and step 

heights of the AIAs-on-GaAs interface corrugation are 12 nm and 1.2 nm , respectively, 

which are the same siz出 to those for the GaAsj AIAs Q WRs presented in Chapter 3. 

These results indicate that GaAs Q WRs just like the GaAsj AIAs QWRs can be obｭ

tained even in a GaAsj(GaAs)m(AIAs)n QW  grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate. 
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Chapter 5 

GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Quantum 

Wires 

1n this chapter, it is presented about formation of GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs 

on (775)B GaAs substrates, which was grown by the SaIne method as the GaAsj 

(GaAs)5 (AIAs)5 QWRs structure for TEM observation in Chapter 4. The PL propeト

ties showed much enhanced one-dimensionality than the GaAsj AIAs QWRs in Chapter 

3 due to decreasing well width and avoiding the X-band edge problem. 

5.1 Sample structure 

Samples used in this chapter were grown under a condition as follows. The V j1II 

pressure ratio was 9 (14) for GaAs (AIAs) , and growth rates o[ GaAs and AIAs were l.0 

μmjh. Substrates were thermally cleaned at a substrate temperature (丸) of 6500C for 15 

minutes in AS4 atmosphere (10-6 Torr) just before .1vIBE growth. 

It should be noted that the surface of GaAs grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate can 

be changed between a flat surface and a corrugated surface by controlling the sulコstrate

temperature as reported in Chapter 4. The surface of GaAs becomes flat for Ts=540-

5800C and corrugated above Ts=640oC (see Chapter 4). While, the surface of AIAs is 

always fiat above Ts=540oC. 

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic illustration of a GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs sLruc-
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ture grown on thc (775)B GaAs substratc. The GaAs/(GaA仇(AIA仇 QWRs strucｭ

ture on the (775)B substrate was fabricaLed as follows. First, a 25-period (30- n肝thick)

(Ga.As)2(AIAs)2 short-pcriod superlattice (SPS) barrier layer was grown 011 a 800- n肝thick

Câs/ AIAs buffer layer at Ts=580oC [Fig. 5.2 (a)]. Second, a s山sLrate temperature was 

raised Lo 640o C, and a GaAs QW  (QWRs) layer was grown on the sLructure at Ts=640oC 

[Fig. 5.2 (b)]. Rp.gular corrugation with very straight step edges in the [110] direcLion is 

formed. Thc latera.l pcriod and vertical amplitude of Lhe corrugation is 12 nm a.nd ].2 

nm, respectivcly. Third, the (GaAs)2 (AIAs)2 SPS barrier was grown a.fter reducing the 

substra収 temperature from 6400C to 580oC. The surface turned to be ftat a.gain [Fig. 

5.2 (c)]. The corrugatcd intcrface resulLs in a. periodic mo山laωn of Lhe well width in 

Lhe QW. There[ore, la.teral confinement effect of carriers arises , a.nd QWRs a.re naLuraUy 

[ormcd aL Lhe thick parts in the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Q W  grown on the (775)B subｭ

straLe. After repeating second and third processes with changing Q W  layer thickness 

(Lw) ぅ a 20-n肝thick GaAs cap layer was grown on the structure finally. Henceヲ high

densiLy Gâ s/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Q WRs were fabricated using the interesLing MBE growth 

cha.racLeristics of GaAs and AIAs on the (775)B GaAs substrate. Average well widths 

were 2.1 , 3.0, 4.2 , 6.6 and 12 nm , respectively. 
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た= 5800C 

GaAs cap 

(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 SPS barrier 

GaAs/AIAs 
superlattice buffer 

(775)8 GaAs substrate 

20nm 

about 30 nm 
(25 periods) 

'-w = 2.1 , 3.0, 4.2, 
6.6, 12 nm 

about 30 nm 
(25 periods) 

800 nm 

レ例0]

Pigure 5.1: Schematic illustration of GaAs/ (GaAs)2 (A IA仇 QWRs grown on the (775)B 

GaAs substrate. 
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(a) 

(c) 

5.2 PL properties 

PL spectra were lneasured at 14 K not only from the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWs (inｭ

cluding QWRs) grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate but also from GaAt>j(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 

QWs grown on a (100) GaAs substrate at Tト6400C without any growth interruptions 

The samples were excited by a He-Cd la..c;er beam with a power of 2 m W and a beam 

diameter of about 200μm. 

(b) 

Figure 5.3 shows PL spectra at 14 K from the QWs (QWRs) on the (け77符5)B su山b凶)泊str口t川L比t

and the児e QWs on the (100) substrate fl伽O町r two diffe島伽e訂r陀en川t P卯01凶a創a1'山.

sample on the (775)B substrate, a solid line shows the PL spectrum from the QWs for 

the polarization parallel to the QWRs (the [1 1 0] direction) , and a dotted line shows 

that for the polarization perpendicular to the QWRs (the [5 5 司 direction) ， respectively. 

PL peaks at 670 ヲ 707， 741 , 776 and 804 nm correspond to the QWRs with average Lw 

of 2.1 , 3.0, 4.2 , 6.6 and 12 nm on the (775)B substrate, respectively. For the refere恥e

QWs grown on the (100) suustrate, a solid line shows PL spectrum for the polarization 

parallel to the cleaved su巾ce (the [0 1 1] direction) , and a dotted line shows that for the 

polarization perpendicular to the cleaved surface (the [0 1 1] direction) , respecLively 
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FWHM of the PL peak from the QWRs with an average Lw of 2.1 11m on the (775)B 

substrate was 30 meV, while that fro111 the QW  with a Lw of 2.1mn on the (100) substrate 

was 20 meV. The integrated PL intensity from the QWRs 011 the (775)゚ sub山ate was 

almost the same as that from the QW  on the (100) substrate. These results indicate 

that the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs grown 011 the (775)B substrate had high optical 

quality. Figure 5.2: Fabrication process of GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Q WRs grown 011 the (775)゚ 

GaAs substrate. Polarization degrees P of PL peaks from the GaAs/(GaA仇(AIA山 QWs (QWRs) OIl 

the (775)B substrate, the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWs on the (100) substrate and the 

CaAs/ AIAs QWs (Q¥tVRs) grown on the (775)B substrate presented in Chapter 3 are 

plotted as a fundion of Lw in Fig. 5.4. ¥tVith decreasing Lw from 12 nm to 2.1 nm , 

the polarization anisotropies of PL [rom the GaAs/(CaAs)2(AIAs)2 and the GaAs/ AIAs 

QWs (QWRs) on the (775)B subsもrates monotonically increase. The PL peak from the 

GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs with the average Lw of 2.1 nm on the (775)B substrate 
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On the othcr hand, the exhibits the strongest polarization dependence (P 

polarization dependence is consLantly almost zero for Lhe QWs on Lhe (100) substrate. 
Bulk 14 K Photoluminescence 

These results are in good agreement wiLh theoretical investigations that PL from a QWR 

is polarized parallel to the wire direcLion (see Appendix β). '1'he polarization degree of 

PL from the QWRs with the average Lw of 2.1 nm on the (775)B substrate was about 

QWRs GaAS/(G aAs)2(AlAs)2 

(775)8 GaAs substrate 
,,,, ,,,, 

,,,, on 

twice as large as' that (P ニ 0 .11) from the GaAsj AIAs QWRs with a.n avera.ge Lw of 

These results indicate that la.tera.l confinement effecL of carriers 3.3 nm in Cha.pter 3. Jl_ 2.1 nm 

due to the corrugated interfaβe is aβtually much enhanced by decreasing Lw from 3.3 nm 

to 2.1 nm, and high-density GaAsj(Ga.As)2(AIAs)2 QWRs with a considerably strong f園、

one-dimensiona.l COll自I問問nt of carriers a.re rea.li 乙ed on the (775)B substraLc by MBE. 
12 nm 

cn 
~ 

C
コ The high-density QWR.s can be formed in a GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 N-mulLi-layer struc-6.6 nm 4.2 nm 

ture grown on the (775)B substra.te, then they are expected to be applied to semi 
.
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lasers with extremely high-density QWR.s (8Nx 105 QWRs/cm) 
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Polarized PL specLra. (14 K) from Ga.Asj(Ga.As)2(AIAs)2 QWs (incIuding Figure 5.3: 

Q WR.s) grown on Lhe (775)B GaAs substra.Le and conventiona.l GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 

QWs grown on 七he (100) Ga.As substrate. 
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Theoretical analysis 5.3 

Theoretical calculation and analysis in this secLion were done by Assoc. Prof. M. Ogawa 

in Kobe University under the collaboration with us, and the calculated reslllts have been 

reported
36

. Optical properties and valence subbands o[ the CaAs/(CaA�)2 (AIAs)2 QWs 

(QWRs) on the (775)B GaAs substrate were analyzed llsing the finite eleme川 method

(FEM) based on the multi-band effective mass theory, where effects of the orie山山コ11 of 

the crystal, the valence-band mixingぅ continuity of the probability-current densi Lies and 

the fini t& potential con白nement of carriers in the QWR were rigorously treated in the 

k-dependent multiband space37. 

Figure 5.5 shows the valence subband structures of the CaAs/(CaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWItc; 

14 K P hotol u m i nescence 

0.35 

一寸
GaAs/(GaAS)2(A|AS)2QWRs on(775)B 

GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWs on (100) 

GaAs/AIAs QWRs on (775)8 (Chapter 3) 

O
口
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with an average Lw of 2.1 nm. Each subband shows non-degeneracy since the confinement 
。

potential is not symrnetric in the direction perpendiclllar to the Q¥iVRs in the (775)13 plane 

(the [55 14] direction). Energy separation between the ground state (Hl , 1 ') and the f�st 

excited state (H2 ,2' ) in Lhe valence band is as large as 60 rneV at the 1'.one center (ky ニ0 ，
C、
ム ん the wave vector in the parallel direction to the QWI1s) , wl巾h is more than twice as O 

A large as ksT at room temperat ure, and the enerむr separation is the largest [or QWRs ever 

reported. This reslllt is desirable for application to lasers , because the optical transition 
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would occur between the ground states of the conduction and the valence bands. 
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Figure 5.6 shows the gain coefficients of the QWRs with (a) an average Lw o[ 2.1 nm and 

(b) an average Lw of 6.6 nm as a fu町t ion of injected carrie1' co恥entration in two polarized 
12 10 8 6 4 2 

ー0 .05

di1'ections parallel and perpendicular to QWRs (the [110] and the [55司 directions ，
m
 

nH 
Well width 

respecLively). The calculated gain peaks for the average 2.1-n肝

Furthermor引 the polarization la1'ger than those for the average 6.6-nm-width QWRs. Figure 5.4: Pola山:aLion degrees, P三 [(111 一九)/(111 +1j_)], [01' GaAs/(GaAs)2(Ali¥s)2 QWs 

dependence is more consp兤uous fo1' the 2.1-n (QWRs) g1'own on the (775)B GaAs substrate, GaAs/(GaAs)2 (AIAs)2 QWs grown on Lhe 

result indicates the stronge1' on&dimensional carrier confinelnent effect of the 2.1-nm (100) GaAs substrate and the GaAs/ AIAs QWs (QWRs) grown on the (775)B GaAs 

QWRs than that of the 6.6-nm QWRs, and it also conf�ms that the confinelnent effect substrate (see Chapter 3) as a function of average well width Lw ・

becomes stronger with decreasing the average well width. 

GaAs/ 

(GaA仇(AIA仇 QWRs at Tニ14 K. The calculated spectra are consistent with the exper-

(775)B the from spectra PL polarized calculated shows 5.7 Figure 

".., 
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Figure 5.6: Calculated optical gain spectra of the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) 

grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate flおOr two di旧丘百er訂e白町r悶.

nm and (作例b川) Lw 二6.6 nm. Solid lines are for the parallel polarization (the [110] direction, 

parallel to the QWRs) , and dashed lines are for the perpendicu1ar p卯01凶a紅r山a叫tion (the [5 5司

direction, perpendicu1ar 1,0 the QWRs in the (775)B p1ane). 
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5.4 Summary 

心
」
《

[1 1 0] 

--[5 5 14] 

GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs were naturally forme� in a thin GaAs/(GaA仇 (A I As)2

QW  with a regularly corrugated AIAs-on-GaAs upper interface (a pel'ﾎod of 12 nm) and 

a ftat CaAs-on-AlAs lower interface grown on the (775)8 CaAs substrate by MBE. 'The 

density of the QWRs was as high as 8x 105 QWRs/cm. The PL peak at 入ニ670 nm 

from the QWRs formed in the QW  with an average well width of 2.1 nm, which have a 

cross section of about 12x2 nm2, showed a strong polarization dependence (the po lar一

ization degree P -0.21). The observed degree of polarization is about twice as large 

as that (P = 0.11) from the GaAs/AIAs QWRs with an avera.ge well widLh of 3.3 nm 

on the (775)B substrate presented in Chapter 3. 1n addition , the integra.ted PL intenｭ

sity [rom Lhe Ga.As/(GaAs)2 (AIAs)2 QWRs wasωlarge as that from the corresponding 

2.1-nm QW  grown on the (100) GaAs s山strate . The size uniformity of the (775)B 

CaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs, however, is still not good (PL FWHM 30 meV). 

Theoretical calculation made by Ogawa. indicated that the band structures of the 

(775)B GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs have a large energy separation (60 meV) between 

the ground state and the 白rst excited state in the valence band a.t r point (ん二0) ぅ which is 

favorable for the laser operation. The theoretica.l results also supported that the observed 

polarization dependence of PL spectra from the (775)B GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs as 

a function of average well width is reasonable, and that good one-dimensionality of the 

(775)B QWRs can be obtained by reducing well width. 

GaAS/(GaAs)2(AiAs)2QWRs 

on (775)8 GaAs substrate 
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Figure 5.7: Calculated polarized PL spectra a.t 14 K from the (775)B GaAs/ 

(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) with average well widths of Lw = 2.1, 3.0, 4.2 and 6.6 

nm. 
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Chapter 6 

GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Quantum 

Wires 

In this chapter, high-densi t,y GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs s制elιωor培ga叩ni也ze吋d i凶n a t凶h山ir 

GaAsザj(ρGaAs吋)九以4ぷ(仏Al凶As吋)2 QW  and their PL properties observed by various methods are 

reported. The GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs were improved at the point of size uniforｭ

mity drωtically by a new MBE process, as a result , they showed not only high oneｭ

dimensionality and high optical quality but also high unifonnity which has been a most 

nnportant problem in case of self-organized QWRs. 

6.1 Sample structure 

Figure 6.1 is a schematic lllustration of a GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q¥tVRs structure grown 

on a (775)B GaAs substrate, which has more suitable ba加即ar紅叩rr凶'r

Pμli比ca瓜tiぬons than the GaAsjパ(GaAs吋)2以2μ(AIAs司)2 QVvへNRs presented i凶nCαhapt疋er 5. Two samples 

of the GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs were grown on the (775)B CaAs substrat邸 by an 

improved MBE process and a previous MBE process. Both samples have t,he saJne strucｭ

ture fundamentally. In the improved process , a 27-nm-thick (GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 short-period 

superlattice (SPS) barrier layer and a O. 6-n肝thick GaAs layer [a part of a GaAs QW  

(QWRs) layer with an average well width (Lw) of 2.1 nm] were grown on a 780-nm-thick 

GaAsj AIAs superlattice bu百er layer at Ts=580oC. The surface of t,he top GaAs layer of 
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this sLrudure was fiat. 1'hell, the substrate temperature was raised [rom 5800C Lo 6500C 

during a growLh intcrruption of 1.5 minutes under AS4 atmosphere, and a l.5-nrn-thick 

GaAs laycr [a resL part of the Q W  (QWRs) layer] and a 0.6-nm-thick (AIAs)2 13戸r lLhe 

fìr叫 layer of the upper (GaAs)4 (A1As)2 SPS barrier la戸r] were grown cOllLinuously aL 

To;=650oC. At this stage, the top AIAs-on-GaAs interface Lurned to be regularly corruｭ

ga七ed with very straight edges in the [110] direcLion (see Cha.pter 4). 1'hcn , the substrate 

temperature was reduced [rom 6500C to 5800C during a growth interrupLion of :30 問c

onds, and a rest part of 15-period (GaAs)4(AIAs)2 SPS barrier layer and a 30-nnl-Lhick 

GaAs cap layer were grown at 九二580oC . 011 the other hand , in the previous process, 

the MBE growth was interrupted after the growth of the GaAs Q W  (QWRs) layer at 

Ts=650oC to decrease the substra.tc tcmpera.ture to 580oC , a.nd a whole (GaAs)4(AIAs)2 

SPS barrier layer was grown at Ts=580oC 011 the corrugated GaAs sur[a.ce, which was 

the sa.me way as the Ga.Asj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Q WRs reported in Cha.pter 5. Effect on 

thc QWRs sLrudurc by the irnprove� MBE process is clescribe� later. 111 both cωes ， a 

corruga.tcd AIAs-on-GaAs upper interfa.ce and a. flat GaAs-on-AIAs lower interface were 

fonned in the GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW  with an avera.ge Lw o[ 2.1 nm on the (775)B 

GaAs substra.tc. 1'hc corruga.ted upper inLerface results in periodic modulation of the 

well wiclth. 1'hick a.nd thin pa.rts in the Ga.Asj (GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QW  a.re 2.7-nrn thick 

and l.5-nm thick , respectively, a.nd carriers in the QW  a.re localized a.t the thick parts. 

1'he lateral period of the corrugation is as small as 12 nmぅ and Q WR.') are formed j ust 

side-by-siùe, which results in the highest density of Q WRs (8.3x 105 QWR'3jcm) to the 

autho内 kllowlcJge. A co川entional GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q W  strucLure (Lw二2.J nm) 

was also grown simulta.neously on a (001) GaAs substrate for comparison. 
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GaAs cap 

Ts = 5800C 
GaAs/AIAs 

superla世間 bu仔er

(775)8 GaAs substrate 

30 nm 

27 nm 
(15 periods) 

Lw = 2.1 nm 

27 nm 
(15 periods) 

780 nm 

Figure 6.1: Schematic illustra.tion of a GaAsJ(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs structure grown 

on (775)B GaAs substrates. 1'wo di仔'erent samples were grown by two MBE process , 

however, both samples had the same structure bぉica.lly.
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at low temperature PL properties 6.2 

Photoluminescence 

ー l上

GaAs the from K 14 at measured specLra PL polarized shows 6.2 Figure 

QWRs (775)8 
j(GaA仏(AIAs)2 QW  (QWRs) on 七回 (775)B and the (001) GaAs substrates. PL pcaks 

at 入ァ692 11m and 675 111Tl correspond to luminescence from thc (775)B QWRs and thc 

FWHM = 15 meV 

For both samples , a solid line and a broken 011e indicate PL 

spect.ra wi th pol孔巾ations pa.rallel and pcrpe凶icular to the [110] dircction [the direcLion 

of the (775)B QWRc;], respecLively. The PL peak from the (775)B QWRs exhibits a large 

(00]) QW, respecLively. 

(
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polarization anisotr叩y (P=0.19) in contrast with a very srnall polarization anisotropy 

(P=0.05) of the (001) QW. This small po1arization of the (001) QW  is possibly due to 

.
心
」
《
)

asymmetric exicitons tra仰ed at locally energy-minirnum areas streLched in the [110] di-

rection42. The a川hor has conf�med that GaAsjAIAs and GaAsjA1o.3Gao.7As QWs grown 

14 K 

h
H一ω
c
ω
v
c

on the (775)B GaAs substrates a.t Ts=5800 C, which have ゚ at interfaces, show little pφ 

QW (001) 1ariza.Lion anisotropy (P三0.06) ， suggesti時 that the po1ariza.tion anisotropy of the (775)B 

_J 
a_ 

QWRs is not caused by the a.n isotr叩ic ho1e mass in the (775)B QW  1a.yer. These resulLs 

(see A ppendix providc good evidencc [or the formation of QWRs on the (775)B substraL 

B). The FWIIM of the PL peak (入=692 11m) from the (775)6 Q WRs wasωsma.ll as 15 FWHM = 13 meV 

meV. This is much smaller than that (25 meV) of the same (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 

Q WR.s grown by the previous MBE process. 1n the previous process, Lhe surface of the 

O. 6-m川hick (AIAs)2 1ayer grown on the corrugated Gâ s QW  1ayer is considered to be 

microscopica.lly rough since surface migra.tion of Al atOlTlS during thc continuous growLh 

Hence, the thickness of the (AIAs)2 layer is considered to 6.3 (a)]. is very small [Fig. 

be irregularly fluctua.ted, which results in ra.ther large latcral fluctuatioll of the potential 

740 720 700 680 660 640 height of the upper SPS barrier and leads to the broad PL line. 011 the other hand, in the 

m
 

n
 

Wavelength 
improved process , the surface of the O. 6- n11吋hick (AIAs)2 layer is expectcd to be smoothed 

out due to more enhanced surface migration of Al atOlTIS during the growth interruption 

Figure 6.2: Polarized PL spectra (14 K) from the GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAtl)2 QWRs grown 

011 the (775)B GaAs substrate and a GaAsj(GaA仏 (A1As)2 QW  sirnultaneously grown 

011 the (001) GaAs substrate. 

as schematically illustr80ted in Fig. 6.3 (b). The PL inte11sity frOlTI the (775)B QWR.c; was 

almost the sarne as that frorIl the (001) QW, indicating that the (775)B QWRc; have high 

optic8ol qualiもy as th80t of the (001) QW. 

III Fig. 6.4, FWIIM values of PL peaks at 14 K for the GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs 
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grown on the (775)B substrate by the improved MBE process and by the previous MBE 

process are ploLted as a function of PL wavelength , togcther with data previously reｭ

ported for the GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs on the (775)B GaAs s山sLraLe (see Chapter 

5) , self-organized GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs on vicinal (110) and (001) GaAs substrat田31 ， 321

GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs on V寸laped grooves43 , 44 , GaAs/ AIGaAs and GaAs/ AIAs Tｭ

shaped QWRs28 , 45 , 46 and GaAs/AIGaAs tilted T-shaped QWRs47. There SeelTIS to be the 

tendency of increasing FWHM with decreasing luminescence wavelengLh , as commonly 

observed in Lhe GaAs/ AIGaAs QWS34,48 (indicated by a broken line) due Lo tﾌle inevitable 

interface 日uctuation of the QWs. The improved FWHM value (15 meV) of the (775)B 

GaAs/(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs is smaller tban a.町 of other self-organized GaAs/ AIGaAs 

QWRs reported so far31 , 32 , apparently indicating the highest uniformity of the present 

(775)B QWRs among the self-organized Q山rns. The GaAs/ AIGaAs T-shaped QWlts 

grown on a cleaved edge of a GaAs/ AIGaAs multi-QW (MQW) 1 ayer28 ，仏 46 and Lhe 

GaAs/ AIGaAs tilted T-shaped QWRs formed on a (111)B facet plane of a. GaAψ\lGaAs 

MQW layer grown on reversらmesa str勾es on a (001) Ga.As substrate by glancing-angle 

MBE
47 

are most precisely controlled in size with the highest lateral uniformi ty because 

of the well established controllability and uniformity of MBE technology. They showed 

the smallest FWHMs (4-15 meV) for GaAs/AIGaAs QWRs, but their PL peaks were obｭ

served in the region of longer wavelengLh (入=760-805 nrn) due to their large cross section 

of QWRs. The very small FWHM (15 meV) of the present (775)B QWRs was achieved 

at the much shorter wavelength (入二692 nm) due to Lhe stronger confinement of carriers 

in the QWRβwith the small cross section of about 2.7 nm x 12 nm. Taking into account 

of the wavelength dependcnce of FWHM as observed in the besL GaAs/ AIGaAs QWs 

(the broken line in Fig. 6.4)34 ,48 , it is likely to say that the improved FWIIM (15 meV at 

入=692 nm) of the (775)B QWRs is the best one, which is comparable to Lhe data of the 

V-groove QWRs43 , 44 , the T_QWRs28 , 45 , 46 and the tilted T-QWl1s47. 1n addition to this , 

the present PL was observed from very large nur巾er (サ X104) of the (775)B QWRs in 

the area of laser excitation o[ about 200μm diameter in contrωt with a. sIIlall number 

(5-200 QWRs) for V-groove QWRs43,44 and T-QWRs28 , 45-47. Hence, these results sugｭ

gest that extremely high uniformity (probably the best uniformity) was achieved in the 

(a) 

(b) 

[775] 

• Growth interruption 

一 |GaAs 

-AIAs  

Figure 6.3: Schematic illustra.tion of the Ga.As/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWR structures fabriｭ

ca.ted by (a) thc previous process and (b) the i叫)roved process 
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self-organized and high-density GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q WRs grown on the (775)B GaAs 

substrate by MBE. 

Self-organized QWRs 
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Figure 6.4: FWHMs of PL peaks from the GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs grown on the 

(775)B GaAs substrate by the improved MBE process (0) and by the previous MBE 

FWHMs reported so far for CaAs/ AICaAs 

QWRs are also plotted; GaAs/(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs on the (775)B GaAs substrate [0] 

(see Chapter 5) , self-organized GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs on the vicinal (110) substrate [.6]3¥ 

process ( ・ ) as a function of wavelength 

self-organized GaAs/ AIGaAs QWRs on the vicinal (001) substrates [マ]32 ， GaAs/AIGaAs 

QWRs on V-grooves [訃43 [θ]へ GaAs/AIGaAs and GaAs/ AIAs T-shaped QWRs [0]28 

[口 ] 45 ， 46 and GaAs/ AIGaAs tilted T-shaped QWRs [x ]47. The broken line indicates the 

smallest FWHMs reported for GaAs / Alx・Gal_xAs QWS (x=0.3- 1.0)34 ,48 
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6.3 Temperature dependence of PL properties 

tòllowÍ時 the PL lneasurement at a low Lemperature (14K) , the temperature depenｭ

dellce of PL properiy of Lhe (775)B GaAsj(G孔AS)4(AIAs)2 QWRβwas studied. The PL 

rneasurement was perforrnecl wiLh samples mountcd in a Lemperature-variable !-][e gas 

cryostat alld was carried out using a He-Cd laser (入=325 lllTl, 10 ln W) as an excitation 

source. 1'he exciLaLion lJeam was focuscd on surfaces of the samples in a.n area of abouL 

200μm diameLer. 

Figure 6.5 shows PL spectra from (a) Lhe (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWR':� and (b) 

the sim山aneously grown (100) GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q W  measured aL various temperｭ

atures (Tニ 16-120 K). The PL linewidth of the (775)B QWRs is ahnost the same as that 

of the (100) QW  at low temperatures , indicating good uniformity of the (775)B QWRs 

A small PL peak from the (775)B QWRs could be still observed at 120 K, while a PL 

peak from Lhe (100) QW  alrnost disappeared at 120 K. 

Figure 6.6 shows もhe integrated PL intensity for Lhe (775)B QWRs and the (100) QW  

as a function of temperaLure. Below 60 K, PL inLensiLies of both sample.c::; are rather 

insensiLive to Lemperatureう which implies that the radiative decay process is dOlninanL , 

and PL intensities 町e almost the same for the (775)B QWRs a.nd the (100) QW  ill this 

temperature range. At higher temperatures (三60 K) , however , PL intensities of both 

samplcぉ dccrease with increasing temperature because of an increase of the nonradiative 

decay process of exicitons. 1n this range, the PL intensity of the (775)B Q WRs drop:s more 

slowly and is scveral times larger aL each Lempera.ture compared with that of the (100) 

QW. These results indicate that the nonradiative decay process in the (775)B Q¥NRs is 

more supprcssed 七han in the (100) QW  aL elevaLed temperatures. It is likcly to cOllsider 

Lha.t a thermal quenching of the PL intensity for the (775)B Q WRs is reduced due to 

their sha.rp one-dirnensional density of states. 

FWHMs of PL peaks frorn Lhe (775)゚ QWRs and the (100) Q W  are ploLted as a function 

of temperature in Fig. 6.7. The FWHM of the (775)B Q WRs increases alrnost linearly 

with increasing Lempera.Lure in Lhe range of T5:60 K ぅ and it becOlnes almost constant 

at T三60 K. On the other hand, the FWHM of the (100) Q W  increases similarly with 
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Figure 6.5: PL spectra. from (a) the GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs grown on the (775)B 

GaAs substrate and (b) a GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW  on the (100) Ga.As substrate at 

various temperatures (T二16-120 K). 
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mcreas匤g temperature in the range of T~50 K, buL iL still ﾍncreases linearly with slightly 

I吋uced slope at T三50 K. This temperature dependence of FWIIMs for the (775)8 QWH.s 

At low temperatures , free carriers are and the (100) QW  can be explained as follows. 

trapped at local energy minimum areas in QW  (or QWRs) , which are formed by lateral 

fluctuations in thickness of the GaAs QW  (or QWRs)49. When temperature increases, the 

carriers are released thermally and occupy higher energy states, as a result, they are widely 

distributed throughout the QW  (QWRs). He恥e ， PL linewidths of the (100) QW  and the 

(775) QWH.s increase similarly with increasing temperature in the low-temperature range 
Photoluminescence 

(T~50-60 K). In the higher temperature range above 50-60 K, however, the FWHM 

showed di町erent behaviors due to the difl"erence of the density of states between the 

(775)B QWR and the (100) QW. It has been predicted theoretically that a FWHM of 

a PL peak from a QW  increases in proportion to k・BT because of i ts twひdimensional

density of states44
, 50 , on the other hand, in the case of a QWR, a PL FWIIM becomes 

almost constant against temperature due to its sharp one-dirnensional density of states. 

The observed FWHM of the (100) QW  increased in proportion to 1. 19土0.10 ksT above 

50 K, and that of the (775)B QWRs was observed to be almost constant above 60 K 

As a result , the PL linewidth of the (775)B QWRs (in proportion to 0.05土0.04 ksT). 

、
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became narrower than that of the (100) QW  above 90 K, although the FWIIM of the 

(775)B QWH.s was about 2 rneV larger than that of the (100) QW  at 16 K. These results 

strongly suggest the one-dimensional characteristics of the (775)B QWRs compared with 
ヤ

ω
V
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the (100) QW. Similar thermal broadening of PL linewidth from QWRs and a QW  was also 
( K ) Temperature 

reported in the case of the CaAsj AIGaAs QWH.s grown on a V-grooved GaAs substrate 

by MOCVD44. 
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Figure 6.6: Integrated PL intensities [or the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs and 

the (100) GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q W  as a. function of temperature. 
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6.4 Temperature dependence of exciton lifetime 

1.19kBT 

Next , a time-resolved PL measurement was done on Lhe (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 

QWRs Lo estimate exciton lifetimes. Figure 6.8 shows a block diagram of a time-resolved 

PL measurement system used in this work. The tir口me争目 I陀es印olv刊ed PL me伺as印ur印e三me目n礼L was ca子

ried ou七 using a 2-ps島-p川u山I

tion sourc閃e waωs a frequency double町r (βSpe伐ctra Physics model 3980) , whi吐ich supplies sec∞ond 

harmonics of a light from a mode-Iocked Ti-Sapphire l舖er (Spectra Physics Tsunami 

system) synchronously pumped by 仙 Ar十 laser. The excitation beam was focused on a 

sample surface in an area of about 30μm diameLer by an optical microscope. PL from the 

sample was observed by a 25-cm-monochromator and a synchronous-scan streak camera 

with a time resolution of 5 ps. 
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Probability-density for electron in the ground state of the conduction band in the (775)B 

GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWR structu陀 was calculated by Lhe f�i Le eleme川 rnethod. A 

contour map of the probability-density is shown in Fig. 6.9. 1'he calculated result indicates 

that there is slight coupling between adjacent QWRs, and that the diameter of QWRs 

is almost the same as the well width, which is an important point to compare exciton 

lifetimes of Q WRs wi th those of a Q羽151

、ー〆
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Figure 6.10 shows the PL decay curves when samples were excited with Lhe power of 
。

。 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 30μW (a) at 18 K and (b) at 50 K for the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs and 

the (100) GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW. PL decay times were obtained using the single 

exponential decay model , and soli� lines in Fig. 6.10 show the best fits to the data. The 

PL decay time of the (775)B QWRs at 18 K was 430 ps , which is about 20 % longer than 

Lhat (360 ps) of the (100) QW, however, it (490 ps) became shorter than Lhat (530 ps) 

of the (100) QW  at 50 K. The excitation light created electron-hole pairs not ollly in the 

QWRs (or QW) layer but also in the (GaAs)4(AIAs)2 barrier layers. By assuming that 

the barrier layers absorbed 8 % of the incident photons , the number o[ excited carriers 

was supposed to be about 3x 105 cm-1. 

Temperature (K) 

Figure 6.7: FWHMs of PL peaks frOJn the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs and the 

(100) GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q W  as a function of temperature. 

The observed PL decay times for the (775)B QWRs and the (100) QW 孔re shown as 

a function of temperature in Fig. 6.1l. The decay time of the (775)B Q WRs i町ea.ses
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Figure 6.8: Block diagram of a time-resolved PL measurement ~ystern . 
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the conduction band calculated for the (775)B QWR by the finite element method. '1'he 

contours are lines of 1 曲 1 2 = 0.125 , 0.25γ ・.， 0.875. 
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more slowly with increasing temperature than Lhat of the (100) QW  in the range of 

by Lhe 18 K~T~50 K. Simila1' results were 1'eported for 1'-shaped QWHs fabricaLed 

cleaved-edge overgrowth method52 , ridg&QWHs fabricaLeJ on a patterned subst1'at�3 

and serpentine superlattice QWR a1'rays54. 

1'he observed resulLs o[ PL decay times can be explained by a theo1'etical modclω 

follows
51
. At the low temperature (18 K) , a coherence length of free excitons confined in 

the (775)B QWl1s is more reduced than thaL in the (100) QW  due to the addiLionallate1'al 

con自nement. 1'he 1'educed cohe1'ence length results in a longer radiaLive lifetime, and Lhis 

effect is more dominant than a shortening effec七 by an enhancemenL of a oscillator strength 

18 K (a) 

一 (775)8 QWRs 
--_. (100) QW 

(
丘
一
己
コ.2」
〈
) τQWR = 430 ps k
A
t
ω
c
ω

】C in a QWR. 1'herefo1'e, Lhe PL decay time of the (775)R Q¥�VRs becomes 10nger than Lhat 
一J
Q_ of the (100) QW. 1'he (100) QW  has a longer exciton lifeLime a.t higl悶 tempe川ures。W = 360 ps 

sll1ce lncreasing temperatu1'e results in broad dist1'ibution in energy o[ [ree excitons and 

only small number of excitons of which the center可f-mass in-pla.ne wave vector kll is 1ess 

than 01' equal Lo ko = ηω/ C{) can recombine radia.ti vely, whe1'e ηis the rcf1'active in巾x5 4 3 

( ns ) 

2 

Time 

。

(3.3 for GaAs) ， ωis the angular frequency of light and C{) is the in vαcωspeed of light. A 

small fraction of the occupied states of excitons satis白es this condiLion (ん11 三 ko). On the 

other hand , the Lhe臼rma叫1 broade町en山g of the ex況xci臼ωci礼Lon distribution in energy for the (775)B 

QWRs is much smalle1' than that of the (100) QW  because of their sharp 0肋dirnensional

density of states , and thus , the exciton lifetime in the (775)B QWRs changes little with 

increa.sing temperature. 

1'he tempe1'atu件dependent radia.Live lifetimes of f1'ee excitons in a QW  [TQW  (T)]日， 56

and in a QWR with cylindrica.l symmetry [TQWR(T) ]52 , 51 are theoretically obta.ined as 

(6.1 ) 
nu, ,_, 3MkRT ハW

7uw(T) =-7三-TFw ，
ñ~kÕ v 

2πMkBT QWR 
円-~- Tn" 

ñ~kÕ v 
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whe1'e M is the exciton mass ，アüQW is the intrinsic radiative 1ifetime ﾜl a QW  with kll = 0 
。

and TO
QWR 

is the intrinsic 1'adiative lifetime of excitons in a QWR with kL=O whe1'e kL 
5 4 3 

( ns ) 

2 

Time 
(6.1) and (6.2) indicaLe that the 

PL decay time of a QWR inc1'eas邸 in p1'opo1'tion to VT and that of a QW  increases in 

Eqs. is L山he cente白r可f-maω5S 10n屯git旬udi凶na叫1 wave vectoωr. . 

Figure 6.10: Time-resolved PL spectra from the (775)B QWRs and the (100) QW  observed 

p1'oportion to T , respectively. 1'hese theoretical expectations a1'e in good ag1'eement with 
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(a) at 18 K and (b) at 50 K 
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Lhe temperaturc dependences of the observed decay Lirnes of the (775)B QWRs and the 

(100) QW  as shown in Pig. 6.11. These resulLs imply the good one-dimensional properLy 

of Lhe (775)B Q WRs. The observed radi30tive decay times in the range of 18-50 K for the 

(775)B QWRs 30nd the (100) Q W  c30n be fiUed by ,QWR(T) = (30士5) T1j2+(290土30) [ps] 

30nd ,Qw (T) = (6士 1) T+(240土30) [ps] , respecLively. Using Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2) a吋 a

v30lue of 1¥11 = 0.251'11.0 (1'11,0: the electron rcst mass)57 , the intrinsic r3odia.tive lifetimes for 

the (775)B QWRc; 30nd the (100) Q W  are estimated to be ,(fWR = 70 ps 30nd ,(flw = 7 ps, 

respectively. It is not3oble th30t these tempera.ture dependences of radia.tive lifetimes for 30 

Q羽TR a.nd a QW  30rc conserved when excitons a.re loc3olized by strucLura.l fluctu3otions51. 

Above 70 K, the nonr3odia.tive dec30Y process becomes domina.nt , and the PL dec30Y times 

for both the (775)B QWRs 30nd the (100) Q W  decrease with increasing temperature, 

however, the dec30Y time of the (775)B QWRs dccrcases ロlOre modera.tely th30n tha.t of the 

(100) QW, prob3obly bec30use of the reduced nonra.diative decay process due 10 their sh30rp 

O時dimension3ol dcnsity of st3otes. It should be noted tha.t thc PL intensity of the (775)B 

QWRs decre30ses more slowly a.bove 60 K a.nd is sever30l times la.rger compa.red with tha.t 

o[ the (100) QWa.s shown in Fig. 6.6 , which is consistent with the pr田ent resul ts. 
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Figure 6.11: Tempera.ture depe吋e即e of PL dec30Y times of the (775)B QWRs 30nd the 

(100) QW. 
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6.5 Summary 

I1igh-clensity GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWR'S 弓 W川it山h mu吋1

i以Z問e吋cl in a th山tin GaAsj(ρGaAs吋)ル以4ぷ(似Al凶As吋)2 QW  grown on a (775)13 GaAs substrate by MBE. 

The PL peak [r01n the QWRs at 14 K showed large polarization anisoLropy (P = 0.19). 

FWHM of the PL peak was as small a::; 15 me V at the shorL wavelength of 入=692

n爪 which is the smallest ever observed for self-organized GaAs/ AIGa.As QWRs. Uniｭ

formity of thc p問scnt (775)13 QWRs became comparable to the be邸st un凶1

GωjaAsザjA川lGωaAs QWR恥.s achieved in Ga仏AsザjAl氾Ga仏As QWRs 0∞n V-gro∞oveぞes町， Ga仏AsザjA川lGωa.AsS 

T下'-QWR恥.s a仙nd Ga仏AsザjAl悶Ga仏As“Li山l比te吋d 下QWR恥.s fa枇め.1上.bri汀泊)汀凶n比ica叫te吋d with the most precise controllaｭ

biliLy and high uばormity o[ M13E and MOCVD. Density of the present (775)13 QWR.s 

(8 X 105 QWRs j cln) , which is the same as the previou均 achieved value for (775)13 QWRs 

(see Chapter 3 and 5 ) ぅ is the h1gh側 ever reported. The PL intensity frorn the (775)13 

Q WR.s was almost as large as that [rom a. Ga.Asj(Ga.As)4(A1As)2 Q W  grown on a (001) 

GaAs substrate simultaneously. 

With increasi時 Lemperaturc in the range of T三60 K , the PL i川ensity of the (775)B 

GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q WRs decreased more slowly, and it was several tiInes larger than 

that of the GaAs/(Ga.As)4(AIAs)2 Q W  simultaneously grown on a (100) GaAs substrate, 

i ndicaLing a rcd山tion o[ a no町adiative decay process of exicitons in the (775)13 QWRs 

The FWIIM of the PL peak from the (775)13 QWRs was a.lmost independent o[ temperｭ

ature above 60 K, while that of the (100) Q W  increased in proportion to 1.19 ks T in 

the range of T三50 K. These results are in good agreement wiLh the theoreLical expectaｭ

tion , that is , a FWIIM of a PL peak [rom a QW  increases in proportion to ksT bccause 

of its twφdimensional density of states, while that of a QWR is almost independenL of 

temperature due to its f.iha.rp onc-dimensional dem�y o[ states. 

1'he PL decay time of the (775)B QWR.s was 430 ps at 18 K , which was about 20 

% longer than that (360 ps) of a GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW  simultaneously grown on 

a (100) Ga.As substrate, indicating 孔 more decreased coherence lengLh of excitons in the 

(775)B Q WR.s tha.n that in the (100) QW. 1'he decay Lime of the (775)B QWHs, howcver , 

increased more slowly with increasing temperature, and it became shorter than that of 
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the (100) QW  at 50 K, which is due to their sharp one-dimensional density of states of Lhe 

(775)13 QWRs. In the rage of 70-80 K , the decay time of the (775)13 QWRs wa..<; longer 

than t }川 o[ the (100) QW, implying that a no町adiaLive 山cay process of exic丨ons in the 

(775)13 QWRs was more reduced than that in the (100) QW  due to the on&di日lensional

density of states. Such apparently different behavior o[ the PL decay time of the (775)13 

QWRs compared with the (100) QW  clearly suggests the good one-dimensional property 

of the (775)13 QWRs. 

These results indicate that the GaAsj(GaAs)4(A1As)2 QWRs on the (775)13 GaAs subｭ

strate have a good one-dimensionality and meet requirements for applicaLions to QWR 

lasers , i. e・ぅ high uniformity, high density, high optical quality and simple fabrication pro-
cess. 
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Chapter 7 

Growth Mode of GaAs on 

High-Index GaAs Substrates 

around (775)B Plane 

In Lhis chapter, growth modes of GaAs layers grown on several high-index CaAs sub-ｭ

strates around a (775)B plane are presented. This study was done to search the best 

surface orientation around a (775)B surface for fabrication of GaAs QWRs. 

7.1 Surface AFM observation 

Five kinds of GaAs substrates with different high-index surfaces were used, which were 

(776)B- , (775)B-, (332)B- , (553)B-and (221)B-oriented substrates. These surfac缶 corre

spond to 40
- , 8.50

_ , 100
- , 12.30

- and 15.30-off ones 企om the (lll)B-oriented surface to the 

(1 10)ーoriented surface (see Fig. 1.2). 

Figure 7.1 shows a GaAs(4 nm)/ AIAs(10 llln) superlattice (8L) structure grown on Lhe 

high-index GaAs substrates for structural analysis by sur[ace AFM observation. MBE 

growLh condi tions of these salnples were ωfollows. 8ubstrate temperatures (九) we印 580

and 650 0 C, V /III pressure ratios for GaAs and AIAs were 7 and 12 , respectively. The 

growth rate for GaAs and AIAs layers wa.s 1μln/h. 8ubstrates were rotated during the 

MBE growth at a rate of 30 rpm. 
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Figure 7.2 shows surface AFM im30ges of 4-nm-thick G30As top l30yers of the G3oAs(4 

nm)jAIAs(10 nm) 8L structures on Lhe high-index GaAs substrates grown 30t (30) 

Ts=5800C and (b) 九=6500C. ln the case o[ Ts=580oC , a little difference was observed in 

surface morphologies due to the difference of surface orienLation, and the vertical ampliｭ

tude日 of steps on all surfaces wcre only 1-2 monola戸r at most , that 1S; 30ll surfaces were 

flaL. On Lhe oLher hand , two types of morphology were observed for ~=650oC. Corruｭ

gated sur[aces were seen for (776)B , (775)B and (332)B substratcs , a凶 flaL su山uJ仏acαe沼s we町re

obta羽叩ined for (553)B and (22J)B substrates. Among corrugated surfaces, corrugation on 

the (332)B surface was just like that 011 Lhe (775)B sur[a.ce. In the both sa.rnples , the 

lateral period was a.pproximately 12 nm, and the vertical a.mplitude was approximately 

1.2 nm. The latcral period and verLical aml此吋e o[ the (776)B corrugaLion were a little 

larger tha.n thOS8 of the (775)B a.nd the (332)B corrugatio爪 which were a.pproximately 

20 nm and 2 nm, respectively. 

Thcse results imply that GaAs QWRs like the (775)B ones reported in Chapters 3, 5 

and 6 can be grown not 01均 on (775) GaAs substrates but also on (776)B and (332)B 

GaAs sulコstrat白.
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GaAs/AIAs 
superlattice buffer 

4nm 
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780 nm 

Figure 7.1: 8chematic illustration of a GaAs(4 nm)jAIAs(10 nm) superlattice structure 

grown on high-index GaAs substrates around a (775)B plane. 
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7.2 PL properties 

Figure 7.3 shows a GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) strucLu印 wiLh well widLhs of 

Lwニ2.1 ， 3.0 and 4..2 nm grown on the high-index GaAs sUDsLraLe.s for optical analysis 

by PL measurements. The growLh procedure of this structure was the same to that of 

the improved GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs grown 011 the (775)B substrate in Chapter 

6. (GaAs吋)4 (AIAs吋)2 short-period supe白r山P

grown at 7九~=58初OOC ， and QW  (QWRs) layers and (AIAs)2 layers which were the boLtom 

parts of upper SPS barriers were grown aL 九=6500 C. The V jIII pressure ratio was 7 (12) 

for GaAs (AIAs) , and Lhe growth rate for GaAs an� AIAs layers was l.0μmjh・

PL spectra from the GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) with well widLhs o[ 2.1 , 3.0 

and 4..2 nm grown on Lhe high-index GaAs substrates are shown in Fig. 7.4.. 1'hree clear 

peaks from three kinds o[ QW  are seen in the PL spectra for all samplp.B, which correspond 

to the 2.1-nm, 3.O-nm and 4.2-nm QWs, respectively. There is little dif[erence at the point 

of PL intensity for all samples, on the other hand , PL linewidths are various. 

Figure 7.5 shows FWIIMs of PL peaks from QWs grown on the high-index GaAs 

substratesωa function of well widLh. The result indicaLes that PL FWIIMs of Lhe (775)B 

Q\仇 (QWRs) and the (221)B QWs are smallest, namely, the (775)B QWs (QWRs)μan 

the (221)B QWs have the best uniformity of size among the samples. IIence, it was found 

Lhat the (775)B substrate is the most suitable for fabrication o[ GaAs QWRs. 
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Figure 7.3: Schematic illustration of a GaAsj(GaAs)4(GaAs)2 QWs (QWRB) structure 
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grown on high-index GaAs substrates. 

(e) 

PL spectra from GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) with well widths of Figure 7.4: 

2.1 , 3.0 and 4.2 nm grown on high-index GaAs substrates of (a) (776)B , (b) (775)B, (c) 

(332)B, (d) (553)B and (e) (221)B. 
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Summary 7.3 

Growth modes of GaAs layers on high-index GaAs substrates around a (775)13 plane 

All GaAs were sLudied to search Lhe best surface orientation for fabrication of QWHs. 

surfaces grown on the high-index GaAs substrates were flat [01' Ts=580oC. On Lhe other 

hand , for Ts=650oC, corrugation was observed on surfaces of GaAs layers grown on (776)B , 

(775)B alld (332)B substrates, and (553)B and (221)B sur[aces were f1at 

period and vertical amplitude of the corrugation on (775)B and (332)B CaAs surfaces 

The lateral 
60 

14 K Photoluminescence 

were approximately 12 nm and 1.2 nm , and those for the (776)B GaAs substrates were 

These results indicate that GaAs QWRs approximately 20 nm and 2 nm , respecti vely. 一.ー (776)8

-.一 (775)8
一企ー (332)8 like the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 Q¥iVRs presented in ChapLer 6 can be grown not 

only on (775)B GaAs substrates but also on (776)B and (332)B GaAs substrates. 

Among GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) grown the high-index GaAs suusLraLes , 

intensities of PL peaks from the QWs (QWRs) were almosL the same. On the other hand , 

FWHMs of PL peaks 仕om (775)B QWRs and (221)B QWs were the smallest, í.e. , the 

(775)B GaAs sulコstrate is the most suitable for fabrication of highly uniforrn QWRs 
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Figure 7.5: FWHMs of PL peaks from GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWs grown on high-index 

GaAs substrates as a function of well width. 
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Chapter 8 

GaAsj(GaAs)4(A1Ash Quantum 

Wire Laser 

Fabrication of st中e-geometry GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 graded refracLive index separate 

co凶nemenL heterostructure (GR1N-SCH) QWR lasers grown on (775)B CaAs substrates 

and their device characteristics are described. 

8.1 Si and Be doping properties 

1n case of high-index GaAs substrates such as (311)A and (411)A GaAs substrates , 

doping properties of epitaxiallayers are not the same as those 1'0[' conventional (100) GaAs 

substrates叫印 1n order to conf�m doping properties of GaAs layers grown on (775)B 

GaAs substrates , Si-a吋 Be-doped GaAs layers (1.5-μm-thick) were simultaneously grown 

on (775)B , (100) and (111)B GaAs substrates as a function of Si and Be efIusion cell 

Lemperatures. The substrate temperature was 580o C, the V jIII pressure ratio was 10, 

and the growth rate was 1μmjh ， respectively. Carl'ier concentraLion a凶 mobility were 

determined by vαn der Pα'uw HaU measurements with a currenL of 10-100 nA. 

Figure 8.1 shows Si and Be eft�ion cell temperature dependences aL 77 K and rOOln 

temperature (RT) of carrier concentrations in GaAs layers grown on (775)B , (100) and 

(111)B GaAs substrates. There is little di百érence in carrier concentration between (775)B 

samples and reference samples for both Si-and Be-doped GaAs layers. 
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Pigure 8.2 shows surfa.ce morphologies of Si-and Be-doped GaAs layers grown 011 

(775)B , (100) a.l1d (l11)B Gai¥s substrates observed by a Normarski optica1 microscopy 

Surfaces of (775)B and (100) samples a.re flaL reg30rdless of dopi時 concentration ， on the 

otl町 hand ， surfaces of 3011 (lll)B samples are rough 

Figure 8.3 shows e1ectron and h01e mobiliLies at 77 K a.nd RT in Si-a.nd Be-.doped 

Gai¥s la戸rs grown on (775)B , (111)B and (100) GaAs substra.tes as a fu恥tion of c30rrier 

concentration. Electron and ho1e mobilities for (775)B s30mples 30re 3olmost the same as 

those for (100) samp1es , however，七hose for (111) B samp1es alone are srnaller. 1 t can 

be considered that this result is due to poor crystal qua.lity of G30As layers grown on 

(111)B GaAs substr3otes. The (111)-oriented surfaces are very attr30ctive because ofits 

superior properties , such ぉ high optica1 gain61 63 , second-harmonic generation64 , 65 30nd 
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piezo-electric e旺ect . However, it is very difficu1t to obt3oin flat surfaces of GaAs 1ayers 

grown on boLh (lll)A and (111)B GaAs substrates66-69. The (775)B surface is of only 

8.50-off from the (111)B surface, thus the superior properties expected for the (111)B 

surface are 30180 expected for the (775)B surface, in addition Lo the ea勾 growth of highｭ
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Figure 8.1: Si and Be effusion cell temperature dependences at 77 K and room temperature 

(RT) of carrier concentrations in GaAs l30yers grown on (775)B ヲ (100) and (lll)B GaAs 

substrates; (a) Si dopi碍 at 77 K, (b) Si doping at RT, (c) Be doping at 77 K and (d) Be 

doping at RT. 
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8.2 Sample structure 

Figu問 8.4 (a) shows a schelnaLic ilh胤raLion of a GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 GIUN-SCII 

QVi./ (QWR) lascr sLrudure and its energy band diagram. Three kinds of lascr sLrudure 

wi 七h well widthfl of 2.7, 3.6 and 7.2 nm were s�ultaneously grown on (775)B and (100) 

Ga.As subsLra.Les by MBE. Nur巾e1's o[ Q W  (QWR) layer were ] 0 (Lw-2.7 nm) , 8 (Lw=3.6 

nm) and 5 (Lw=7.2 nm) , respectively. QW  (QWR) layers were separaLed by 4.2-nrn-Lhick 

(Ga.As)4(AIAs)2 short-pe1'iod superlatbce (SPS) ba.rriers , and 168-11m-thick GRIN layers 

were formed by (GaAs)4 (A1As)m SPS layers wi七h varying n~ from 10 to 2. Clad layers 

were Si-and Bφdoped (GaAs)4(AIAs)12 SPS 1a.yers with a thickness of 1.5μm. The SPS 

la戸rs have an cffcct to reduce no町a.diative recombination at the AIAs/GaAs illte山ce70

Si and Be doping concentrations in GaAs layers, (GaAs)4(AIAs)12 clad layers ancl GaAs 

cap layers were 2.0x 1018 cm-3. The subsLrate Lemperature was 700o C, and V /III pressure 

raL�os were 12 for GaAs an� 19 for AIAs. Growth rates of GaAs a.nd AIAs layers wel'e 1 

μm/h 

PL samples as shown in Fig. 8.4 (b) , which had almost the same strucLmη1印，

GRI悶N-S叩CIl l凶aωse訂r (仏Lw=斗2.7 nm) ex恥ce叩pt the upper GRlN (GaA仏(AIAs)n layer, the upper 

(GaAs)4(A1As)12 clad layer and the p-GaAs cap 1ayer, were a1so grown on (77'5)B and 

(100) GaAs substrates 剖multaneously to esLimaLe PL properties o[ (775)B Q¥iVI1s and 

(100) QWs in the aβtive regions. MBE growth conditions were the sameωtho:se of the 

GRIN-SCII lasers. 
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Figure 8.4: Schematic illustrations of (a) a GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 GRlN-SCH QWR 

(QW) 1aser structure and (b) a GaAs/(GaA仏(AIAs)2 QWR (QW) strucLure for PL 

observation grown on (775)B and (100) GaAs substrat邸 by MBE. 
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the range of 70-150 K, and the (775)B QWRB excel the (100) QWs above 160 K. These 
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wiLh a Lhreshold current of laser directly, thus it should be noted that these PL resulLs for 

the (775)B QWRs a.nd the (100) QWs a.bove 160 K are very imporLant for the operaLion 

of lasers at RT. 
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Figure 8.5: PL spectra from (a) (775)B QWRs and (b) (100) QWs observed at various 
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tempera.tures . 
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Device 8.4 process 

Photoluminescence 
60 

The la.'''�ers were made Fabrication process of stripe-geometry lasers is given below. 

under a cooperation of KUBOTA Corporation. 

1. Removing indium on a back side of wafer・
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greasing with acetone and baking it at 2000C for 1-2 hours on a hot plate. 
20 1-

(b) Removing indium on a back side of the wafer with hydrocl巾ric acid (HCl). 

(c) Removing the AZ resist with aceLone, baking the wafer after rinsing with dis-
10 

tilled water and blowing the water with N2 gas. 
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0 
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2. Removing oxidized film on the wafer surface Temperature (K) 

(a) Etching the wafer with HCl for 3 min to remove an oxidized film on the wafer TcmperaLure dependences o[ FWHMs of PL peaks for (775)B QWRs an Figure 8.6: 

surface. (100) QWs. 
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3. Spattering of Si02 film 

A Si02 layer with a thickness of 400 nm was formed on the wafer surface. 

Photoluminescence 

5 X 10-6 Torr 
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20 sccm Argon gas flow rate: 
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Back pressure: 

Gas pressure: 

300 W Power: 

10 min 

10 min 

Pre-spattering: 

Spatter・ing time: 
200 150 100 50 。

4. Exposure 

( K) Temperature 

Figure 8.7: Telnperature dependences of peak intensities of PL peaks for (775)B QWRs 

This process can be (a) Baking the wafer at 1200C for 10 min on a ho七 plate .and (100) QWs. 

omitted when the wafer is just after spattering of a Si02 film. 
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(c) Baking the wafer at 1100C for 2 min on a hot plate. 

(f) Evaporating Cr (5 nm) , Au (10 nm) , Alιn (100 nm) at a bac勾rωnd pressure 

of 5 X 10-6 Tbrr and a substrate temperature of 1500C in a vacuum evaporating 

eqmpment. 

(b) Apply i時 OMR8与25cp (negative) resist to the su巾印 side of the wafer with a 

rotation of 6000 rpm for 20 sec. 

(d) SeUing a photひmask for maki時 stripes Oll the wafer sur[ace and exposing 

with ultraviolet ray (15 同N， 6 sec). 

(g) Removing the OFPR resist from the wafer surface by acetone in an ul trωonic 

bath (l ifじoff)， rinsing it by isopropyl alcohol (IPA) , methanol and distilled 

water and blowing the water with N2 gas. 

(e) Developing the wafer with exclw�e developer at RT for 1 min 
(h) Alloying the wafer at 4500C for 10 min in N2 gωatmosphere . 

(f) Rinsing the waJer with exclusive rinse at RT for 1 min 
σ
b
 

n
 

,d 
n
 

G
 

0
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(g) Baking the wafer at 1500C for 30 凶n in an oven. 

(a) Pasting the surface side of the wλfer on a glass holder with heated electron 
5. Etching Si02 film wax. 

(a) Etching the Si02 film with bu丘色red hydrofiuoric acid for 4-5 min. (b) Removing the wax on the glass holder and the back side of the wafer wi th 

acetone-absorbed swabs. 
(b) Rinsing thc wafer with distilled water and blowing the water with N2 gas. 

(c) Removing the OMR resist in an ozonizer. 
(c) Grinding a substrate part of the wafer by a rapping disk to a thickness of about 

100μm. 

6. Removing oxidized film on the wafer surface 

(a) Etching the wafer with HCl for 3 min. 

(d) Heating the glass holder and tearing the wa[er from the glass holder. 

(e) Cleaning the wafer with acetone, TPA , methanol and distilled water and blowing 

the water with N2 gas. 
(b) Rinsing the wafer with distilled water and blowing the water with N2 gas 

7. Forming electrode on the surface side 
9. Forming electrode on the back side 

(a) Applying OFPR8仏200cp (positive) resist to the surface side o[ the wafer with 

a rotation of 4000 rpm for 20 sec. 

(a) Evaporating Au-Ge (100 nm) and Ni (30 nr吋 on the back side of the wafer at 

a back pressure of 5x10-6 Torr without heating the wafer. 

(b) Pre-Baki時 thc wafer at 600C for 2 min on a hot plate. 
(b) Alloying the wafer at 4200C for 10 min in N2 gas atmosphere 

(c) Setti時 a photo-mask for electrodes on the wafer surface and exposing with 

ultraviolet ray (15 mW, 75 sec). 

10. Cleaving 

(a) Scribing the wafer surface by a diamond scriber to the size of the cavity length. 

(d) Developi時 the wafer with exclusive developer at RT for 1 min , rinsing the 

wafer with distilled water and blowing the water with N2 gas. 

(b) Cleaving the wafer by hand with Lweezers. 

(e) Post-baking the wafer at 60 oC for 20 min on a hot plate. 
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8.5 Laser characteristics 

Device chara.deristics of GRIN-SCIl QW  (QWR) lasers grown on (775)B and (100) 

GaAs substrates were measured in a shape of bar before cutting them to tips as shown in 

Fig. 8.8 (a). Fabry-Perot mirrors of lasers were uncoated. 1'he ca.vity lengLh a吋 sLripe

widLh of lasers wcre 250μm alld 10μm， respectively. Samples were measured by clipping 

one laser in the bar beLween a metal probe a.nd a metal plate as shown in Fig. 8.8 (b) 

Emission frorrl the laser was detected by a Si photo-detector. 

1'he light outpuL versus current (J-L) curves were lneasured at R1' un�r a condition of 

pulscd curre川 for ra.ndomly selected ten GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 GRIN-SCII QVv (QWR) 

lasers (pulse duration: 400 ns). 1'he I-L characteristics for the (775)B QWR and the 

(100) QW  lasers are shown in Fig. 8.9. Average (い口山i出I汀mu

(け77何5)汚B QWR lasers were 77.4 (70.0) , 73.7 (66.4) and 54.4 (51.6) mA for Lw of 2.7, :3.6 and 

7.2 nm, respectively. On the oLher hancl , those of Lhe (100) Q W  lasers were 272.9 (254) 

and 82.4 (78.4) mA for Lw of 3.6 a吋 7.2 nm, respectively. 1'he (100) QW  laser wiLh Lw 

of 2.7 nm did no七 oscillatc in Lhe range of 0-400 mA (400 mA is a maximum value of a 

measurement instrument used in this study). Figure 8.10 shows lasing spectra. [rom the 

(775)B QWR and the (100) QW  lasers at R1' under a condition of current of Itb x 1 . 6 う and

the lasing wavelengths were 761 , 791 and 846 nm [or the (775)B QWR lasers with Lw of 

2.7, 3.6 and 7.2 nm , respectively, ancl Lhose for the (100) Q W  lasers wiLh Lw of ~L6 and 

7.2 nm were 776 and 842 nmぅ respectively.

Figure 8.11 shows Lhe well width depe 吋ence of Itb for the lasers grown 0 口 (77均問5町)8 an 

(ο10∞O的) GaAs sub凶〉苅S 七tra.乱te邸s . 1ncrease of observed Itb with decreas�g well widLh [or the (100) 

QW  lasers likely sllpports the theoretica.l model , where the nonradiaLive recombina.Lion o[ 

electrons [rom L valleys increases with dccreasing well width71. On Lhe oLher hand , Itb for 

the (775)B QWR lasers is almost constant, and thus, i 七 indica.tes tha.t a11 carriers injected 

into the a.ctive region contribute to the sLimulaLed errlﾌssion. 1'his result admits of two 

interpretations. One interpretation is by the sha.rp one-dimensional density of states of 

Lhe (775)B QWRs. 1n the case o[ the (775)B QWR 1ase爪 the one-diIT問問ona.l ity of the 

(775)B Q WRs in the active region is enhanced by decreasing the well width ヲ as a result , 
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higher optical gain is achieved. 1'he other one is by Lhe (775)B-oriente� ~urface itself: 

1'he (775)B surface is oriented only 8.50-off from the (l11)B s飢u口r匂:冶e ， a 川 it haωs be閃悶e臼n1 

repor此te凶d L山ha乱t optical g伊aÏI加n 0ぱf QW  r陀ea配叫cl悶 ma似X幻川][川T

He臼nce久， i比t can be expe舵ct旬ed t凶ha叫t the s目im口m川nila愉a紅r eff，汀e伐ct occurs for the出e (げ77万5)川B QWR 1asers. lL can 

be considered that the significant improvement of lth for Lhe 2.7-nm and 3.6-nm (775)B 

QWR 1asers is probably due to these two causes. 

Some QWR 1asers have been reported , e.g ・， the V-groove QWR laser19, 26 , the 1'-shaped 

QWRlωer72 ， the fractional superlattice QWR laser73. However, alrrlOst QWR lasers 

except Lhe V-groove Q羽!R 1aser19 , 26 oscillated only at low tempel'aturcs below 200 K , noL 

at R1'. 1'he V-groove Q羽TR 1aser osciUated a.t R1' under a condition of pulsed current , 

and the threshold current density (Jth) was as low as 1 kA/cn久 which is the best data for 

QWR lasers ever reported to the autho山 knowledge玖 26. On the other hand, the (775).B 

QWR laser with Lw of 2.7 nm, which showed a good one-d�ensionality in PL properLie..s, 

was Lhe f�st one for self-organized QWRs Lo oscillate at R1'. 1'he minimum Itb (70 lnA) 

of the (775)B QWR laser with Lw of 2.7 nm is equa.l to Jth of 2.8 kA/crn2, wl山h was 

derived directly from the are of the electrode siripe (250μmxlOμm). 

It should be noted thaL emissions from the (775)B QWR lasers would occur with Lhe 

transition between the 10west electron subba.nd and the lowest light-hole like subba.nd 

dlle to the 1atera1 co凶nement of carriers, because the stripe geomeLry was in the [110] 

direction. It is clear that this point reduced the performance of the (775)B QWR lasers 

a little (see the calcu1ated results in Section 5.3). Hence, it ca.n be considered that the 

perforrr削lce of the (775)B QWR lasers will be further improved by cl削19i時 the stripe 

geometry direction to be perpendicular to the QWRs. 1n this case, however, cleaved 

surfaces cannot be used as Fabry-Perot rrürrors , and chemically etched mirrors should be 

used. 
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Schematic illustrations of (a) strip争geometry G RIN-SCH lasers and (b) a Figure 8.8: 

Figure 8.9: l-L curves of the (775)B QWR and the (100) QW  GRIN-SCH lasers with (a) 

Lw二2.7 nmx10, (b) Lw=3.6 nmx8 and (c) Lw=7.2 nmx5. 

measurement method. The bar contains several decad田 of laser tip. 
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Figure 8.10: Lasing spect1'a from the (775)B QWR a.nd the (100) Q W  lasers. (a) (775)B 

QWR laser; Lw=2.7 nmx 10, (b) (775)B QWR lase1'; Lw=3.6 nmx8 , (c) (775)B QWR 

laser; Lw=7.2 nmx5, (d) (100) QW  laser; Lw=3.6 nmx8 and (e) (100) QW  laser; Lw=7.2 

nmx5. 
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8.6 Summary 

GaAs/(Ga.As)4 (AIAs)2 GIUN-SCH QWR (QW) laser structures with Lw o[ 2.7 llmX 10, 

3.6 nmx8 and 7.2 nmx5 were grown on (775)B and (100) GaAs substrates by MBE, and 

stripe-geornetry lasers with the cavity length of 250μm and the stripe length of 10μm 

were faoricated. The (775)B QWR lasers oscillated aL RT under a condition of pulsed 

currenL, and Lhis is the n1'sL Lime [or self-organized QWR to oscillaLe at RT. The Lhresholcl 

currents o[ the (775)B QWR lasers were smaller tha.n those o[ sinmltaneou均 grown (100) 

QW  lasers , especially in case of the 2.7-nm QWR laser. This result can be interpI札ed by 

the enhanceme川 o[ optical gain beca.use of the one-dirnensionality of Lhe (775)B QWRs 

in thc a.dive region a.nd the (775)B-oriented surfa.ce close to Lhe (111 )B-oriented surface. 

The threshold current density of the 2.7-nm QWR laser on the (775)B Ga.As substrate, 

which showed a good one-dimensionality in PL properties, was as low a..c; 2.8 kA/cm2, 

which is a good value for QWR lasers next to the V-groove QWR laser. 

RecenUy, 0αne of th同]珂e 1凶a町rg酔es坑t P戸roぬbler白lns

SELμJ瓜s)川has beコ児een tリh児e]加ns叫taめ，b以，bil凶コ元川iリlit匂y of pola紅n比za叫tion of“emittin時1屯g light. Applica批tions of the児e (け77均問5町)汚B 

Q羽w弓1\.8βtωo VCSELs may resolve the problcln by their sLrong polarized elnission due to the 

lateral confinement. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

At first , high-density and highly uniform GaAs corrugation naturally formed on a 

(775)B-oriented GaAs surface grown at 九二6700C by MBE was found by AFM obserｭ

vation. The (775)B surface corresponds to a 8.50-off one from a (l11)B-oriented surface 

to a (110)-oriented surface. Using the (775)B GaAs corrugaLion, a Lhin GaAs/ AIAs QW  

(Lw=3.3 nm) with a regularly corrugated AIAs-on-GaAs inLerface and a f)at CaAs-onｭ

AIAs interface was grown on the (775)B GaAs substrate by MBE. The la叫te白1'a叫1 pe臼riωod an 

V刊er吋ti比ca叫1 amplit凶ud仇e of the i凶nt旬erfa配βe c∞o1'ruga叫tiぬOαn were decided p戸r噌右町.モe配ci凶S民ely tωob凶e 1口2 nm a仙nd

1.2 nm by cross-sectional TEM obs配erva叫tiぬon凡1し， respectively. Extrelllely high-density QWRs 

(8x 105 cm-1
) were realized at the roof-top parts due to the la民ral confineme凶 effect

of carriers by the well width modulation. The PL peak at 入ニ715 mn from the (775)B 

GaAs/ AIAs QWRs with a c1'oss section of about 12x3 nm2 showed a polarization degree 

of P = (111 一九)/ (111 十九)二0.11 and a very small FWHM of 15 me V at 4.2 K 

Next , surface morphologies of GaAs and AIAs layers grown on (775)B GaAs s山sLraLes

by MBE were studied in detail using AFM. 1比t waωs [，おou山I凶 il凶n t仙hi出s study t山ha叫t t凶he (σ77九5)B

G aAs surface is f1at for 1九L三壬;5閃80ぴoc but is c∞oITugat民ed for 7九L;三三6400C in c∞ontras討t w川it凶h a fta札t 

surface observed for AIAs layers grown a叫七 T九Lニ540一7000 C. Furthermore, Lhe flat GaAs 

surface grown at Ts=550
oC becomes corrugated by thermal annealing at Ts=640oC under 

AS4 atlllosphere (10-6 Torr) for 0即日山川e. 1n the early stage of GaAs growth (a layer 

thickness of less than 5 nm) , shapes of the surface corrugation are almost the same. As 

the thickness of 七he GaAs layer increases, both the lateral period and step heights of 
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七he corrugation increase and saturate for dGaAs三200 nm. Using the corrugated GaAs 

surfaccs growJl at 九=6100 C and the nat GaAs and AIAs surfaccs grown at Ts = 580oC , 

the GaAsj(GaAs)s (AIAs)s Q W  with a corrugated AIAs-on-GaAs inter[a.ce and a flat 

AIAs-Oll-Ga.As lower interface like the GaAsj AIAs QWRs was grown on the (775)H GaAs 

substrate. Cross-secLional TEM observa.tion indicated that the laLeral period alld step 

heights of Lhe AIAs-on-GaAs inLerfacc corrugation were 12 nm and 1.2 nm , respectively, 

and that Ga.As QWRs can be fabricated even wiLh the modifica.tion of barrier layers [ro111 

AIAs Lo (Gâs)s(AIAs)s short-period s叩erlattice.

Following the GaAsj(GaAs)s(AIAs)s QWRs, GaAsj(Ga.As)2(AIAs)2 QvVRs natural1y 

[orme� iu a thin GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 Q W  with a regula.rly corrugaLed AIAs-on-Ga.As 

uppcr inte巾ce were grown on Lhe (775)B G山 substrate by MBE for optical inv回tiga.

tion. 1'he PL peak at 入ニ670 nm from the QWRs formed in the Q W  wi七h an average 

well width of 2.1 nm , which had a cross section of about 12x2 nm2, showed a strong pひ

larization dependcnce (P = 0.21). 1'he observed degree of polarization was about twice 

as large as that (P = 0.11) from Lhe Ga.AsjAIAs QWRs, ir凶i比ca叫七i凶ng much en巾har悶men

of or時dω山l ITlellS剖sionalit旬y 0ぱf the Ga仏Asザj(ρGaAs吋)2以2〆(仏Al凶As吋)2 QWRs. Moreover , theoretical analｭ

ysis was done about optical properties of the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWRs by 

the f�ite element method under 七he collaboration of Assoc. Prof. M. Ogawa in Kobe 

University. 1'he calculated results were in good agreelnent with the experimental results 

and suggested high perfonIlancc o[ the (775)B QWR lasers 

The GaAsj(GaAs)2(AIAs)2 QWR.5 had Lwo problems , which were (1) large PL FWHM, 

thaL is , 10w uniformity in size and (2) too hjgh ba.rrier poLentia1 for lascr application. Then , 

GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs formed in a. thin GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW  wiしh a Lw of 

2.] nm were grown , which had suitable barrier height for lasers. The uniformity was much 

improved by the new growth technique using growth inLerruption. The PL peak from the 

Q WRs at 14 K showed large polarization anisotropy (P = 0.19). FWHM of the PL peak 

was as small as 15 me V at the short wavelength of 入=692 nm , which is the srnallest ever r争

ported for self-organi7.ed GaAsj AIGaAs Q WRs. Uniformity of the pre..c;enL (775)B QWRs 

became comparable to the bcst uniformity for GaAsj AIGaAs QWRs on V-groove:写43 ， 44?

GaAsj AIGaAs T_QWRs28,45 , 46 and GaAsj AIGaAs tilted T-QWRs47 fabricated with the 
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most precise controllability a.nd high uniformity of MBE and MOCVD. 1'he PL intensity 

from the (775)B QWRs was almost as largeωthat from a GaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QW  

grown on a (100) GaAs s山strate SilI叫ta.neously. Then, the one-dimensionality of the 

CaAsj(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs was confirmed not only by the PL polariza.tion dependence 

but a1so by other PL results. With increωing temperature in the range of T三60 K, Lhe PL 

intensity of the (775)B GaAsj(GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRB decreased more slowly, and it was 

several times larger than that of the GaAsj(CaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QW  simultaneously grown on 

the (100) GaAs substrate, indicating the reduction of the nonradiative deca.y process of 

exicitons in the (775)B QWRs. The FWHM of the PL peak from the (775)8 QWRs was 

almost independent of temperature above 60 K, while that of the (100) QW  increased 

in proportion to 1.19 ks T in the range of T三50 K. These resul ts a.re in good agreement 

with Lhe theoretical expectation that a FWIIM of a PL peak [rom a QW  increasE*l in 

proportion to ksT because of its two-dimensional density o[ states , while thaL of a QWR 

is almost independent of temp目前ure due to its sharp one-dimensional density of states. 

Moreover, the temperature dependence of PL decay time was stu�ed. The PL decay 

time of the (775)B QWRs was 430 ps at 18 K, which was about 20 % longer than LhaL 

(360 ps) of the (100) QW, indicati時 the more decreased coherence length of excitons 

in the (775)B QWRB than that in the (100) QW. The decay time of the (775)B QWRB, 

however, increased more slowly with increasing temperature, and it becalne shorter than 

that of the (100) QW  at 50 K, which is due to their sharp one-dimensional density of 

stat回 of the (775)B QWRs. 1n the range of 70-80 K, the decay time of the (775)B QWRs 

was longer Lhan that of the (100) QW, imp1ying that the nonradiative decay process of 

exicitons in Lhe (775)B QWRs was more reduced than that in the (100) QW  due to the 

one-dimensional density of states. Such apparently different behavior of the PL decay tirne 

of the (775)B QWRs compared with the (100) QW  a1so suggests good 0時dinlensional

properties of the (775)B QWRs. These PL resulLs prove that the Ca仏Asザj(Cé正a仏L凶A仏(仏Al凶A吋

QWRs o∞n the (げ77お5)川B GaAs subs渇str立ra叫te me閃e七灯re悶qu山1I閃ement凶s for a叩ppμ凶li比ca乱tiぬons tωo QWRl 邸e白1's鳥7 

i.e. , high on令dimensionality， high uniformity, high density, high optical quality and simple 

fabrication proc出s .

Growth modes of GaAs 1ayers 011 high-index GaAs substrat白 arou11d a (775)B plane 
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were studied to search the best substrate oricntation for the fabrication of QWRs. Surfaces 

of GaAs laycrs grown on a11 high-index GaAs substrates were flat for Ts=580<>C. At 

Tsニ 6500C ， corrugaもion was observed on surfaces of GaAs layers grown on (776)13 , (775)13 

and (332)B substrates, and (553)B and (221)B ~mrfaces were ftat. These results i凶icate

that GaAs QWfu like the (775)13 GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 QWRs can also be grown on 

(776)B and (332)13 GaAs substrates. Among GaAs/(GaA仏 (AIAs)2 QWs (QWRs) grown 

on the high-index GaAs subst川cs ， PL FWHMs of (775)13 QWRs and (221)13 Q¥Ns showed 

the smallest value. Therefore, (775)13 GaAs substrates is concluded Lo be the most suitable 

for fabrication of QWRs in the point of uniformity. 

Finally, GaAs/(GaAs)4(AIAs)2 GRIN-SCH QWR lasers were grown on (775)13 GaAs 

substrates by M13E, and sLrip争geomeLry lasers with the caviLy lengLh of 250 tLffi and 

the stri pe length of 10μm were fabricated. The (775)13 QWR lasers oscillated at room 

temperature (RT) under a condition of pulsed curre凶， and laser operation at RT h邸

been achieved for the first time in this study of the (775)13 GaAs/ (GaAs)4 (AIAs)2 QWRs 

for self-organized QWRs. The threshold currenLs of Lhe (775)13 QWR lasers were slnaIler 

than those of Lhe (100) QW  lasers , especially in case of the 2.7-nm lasers. This result can 

be inLerpreLed by the enhancement of opLical gain because of the onφdiInensionality of 

the (775)13 QWRs in the active region and the (775)B surface close to the (111)B surface. 

The threshold current density of the (775)B QWR laser with a Lw of 2.7 nrn which had 

a good on守dimensionality was as low as 2.8 kA/cm2, which is a good result for QWR 

lasers next to the V-groove QWR laser 19, 26. 

It was succeeded to fabricate high-density and highly uniform GaAs QWfu on (775)13 

GaAs substrates by MBE. The (775)13 Q WRs are considered Lo have extremely high 

potential for applications to optical devices. 
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Detection of size ftuctuation frorn 

PL linewidth 

(EP2DS-12) , 

Tokyo, .J APAN , September (1997). 
In practical heterostructures grown by MBE, it is impossible to fabricate flat interfaces 

perfectly, that is, the interfaces involve fluctuations in the scale of one 01' a few monolayer 

(ML). These 日uctuations influence PL spectra74 , 75. 1n case of GaAs/ AIGaAs heterostrucｭ

川町民 the thickness of 1 ML is equivalent to 2.8 ﾅ since the lattice constant αis 5.6 Å, 

hence the width of Q W corresponds to integer times of α/2. If there is unevenness points 

with the height of ムLz in a QW  with an average well width of Lz , there is an enerめf

distribution in the energy of the subband, which is expressed as, 

仏
一
段

/
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¥
 

川
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In case that a size of unevenness is larger than de Brogie wavelength of electron, which 

corresponds to a situation in a QW  with growth interruption , some peaks appear in a 

PL spectrum due to ftuctuation of energy as shown in Fig. A.l (a). On the othel' hand , 

in case that the size is smaller than the de Brogie wavelength, which COIT田ponJs to a 

situation in a QW  without growth interruption, a PL spectrum turns to be a wide one 

with one peak as shown in Fig. A.1 (b) 
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(a) with growth interruption 

N+1 

(b) without growth interruption 

Appendix B 
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Polarization of IUlTIinescence frOlll 

QWR  

Here, theoretical studies about polarization of luminescence from a cleaved surface of 

QW  by Asada et a1.76 and Yama.nishi et a.1.77 are pr邸ented. The polarizaLion dependence 

of luminescence from a QWR surface is the sa.me basically78. 

From the k.p theory, the Bloch base functions u( r) for the conduction ba.nd a.nd the 

va.1e町e ba.nd ca.n be expressed by the s-orbit function 18) , the p-orbit functions IX) , IY) , 

1 Z) a.nd the spin functions 1•), 1•) as follows祇加

b
E
C
S
E
J仏

Conduction band 18)1 •), orI8)1 •) 

方 { I X) 什 IY) } I ↑)

方 { IX) 一利 } I ↓)

お 附 +什吋吋州tバ肝刊川川|庁m附Y竹刊Y)}I汁山}I札ω↓υト1)-2ト凶一」哨2

去 [{山{引|阿X幻山)トH一→寸il刊川|庁問附Y竹刊Y)}I汁川}I刊幻

Hea.vy h01e band 

Figure A.1: EIIecL of ir巾rface fluctuation on PL linewidth of QW (a) with and (b) wiLhout 

growth interruption. 

LighL hole band 

128 

For the transition between the conduction ba.nd and the heavy h01e band , the ma.trix 

element (u~ lpl u'V )， which is proportional to the mat以 element of the dipole moment , is 

obtained as , 
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x direction {
川
一

ο

component kz in the growth direction can only be obta.ined as kz ニ (π/ Lz) ・九 [n=l , 2, 
丸一.]. Therefo民 it needs to calculate the a.verage for a11 ゆ about one s山ba.凶 to obtain 

the avera.ge of the matrix elements concerning the one subband. 

In ca.se that the electric vector of light is para.llel to the QW  plane, the light pa.rallel to 

the QW  plane is called the TE polarized light. Then , the direction of the electric vector 

is defined as the y-direction , and the a.verage of Lhe second power of the y-component 

(.JJM /.;2). (cos Ðsin ゆ士icos ゆ) of the momentum matrix 伽nents is derived 民

'l, 3M2 1 r2π 円
(M')hh.TE = 一一.:._ 1 (co内 sin2ゆ +cos匂)ゆ

2 27r Jo 
3M2 . " = --~- (1 + cos"'-ﾐ) 

3M2
• . k~ 

二一一 (l+-3)4 ,-. k2 

3M2
•. Eヲー

= --~- (1 十ず) , 

y direction 土.JJM
Z一一一一
d 

z direction ハ
U

where 

r Eg(Eg -lー ム。) 1 
J3M = (SIPxIX) = (SlpyIY) = (SIPzIZ) =竺||

- ¥Llll-'zILJ/ - 2 lrn:(ι+3ムo)J

v3 is a coefficient to be decided to make a value of the matrix element 011 the average 

in all directions of Lhe k vector in bulk crystal equal to M. Here, 'Tn is the mass of free 

electron, rn: is the effective ma.ss of electron in the conduction ba.nd, Eg 店 the energy of 

the band gap and ムo is the energy of the spin-orbit split-off band. Hence, it is clear that 

the momentum maLrix element betwecn the conductiol1 band and Lhe heavy hole band 

rotates in the plane perpendicular to the k vector. 

For the coordinaLe wiLh Lhe Q W  layer as the x-y plane and the growth direcLion as Lhe 

z axis 前日hown in Fig. B.1 (a) , X- , y-and z-components o[ Lhe maLrix element call be 

expressed as , 

where Ez ,n and En are the quantized energy and the whole energy in the subba.nd n , 

respectively. At the edge of the subband, Ez.n equals to En' hence, 

"1, 3M2 

(M'1. )hh.TE ニ 2

y-component 

、13M
y ~- (cosﾐ cosゆ+ is州

、13M
y ~- (cosB s帥土~ cosゆ)

For the light with the electric vector perpendicular to the interface of the QW  which 

is called the TM polarized light , a.s the electric vector is parallel to the z-direction, the 

average of the second power of y-components -( V3M /.;2) sinﾐ of the momentum matrix 

elements is derived as , 

x-componel1t 

z-component 一 (守)帆 "1, 3 1\112 円
(M'1. )hh ，TM ニ ~.;~ (sin'1.ﾐ) 

3M2
• . k~ 

=一一一 (1 _ 'Ju~) 
2 ,- k2 

3M2 丸山
=一一 (1 一二と)

4'  E.η 

wherc the k direcLion is expressed by the latitude ﾐ and the longitudeφ 

The transiLion n叫rix of the optical transition is derived from (u~ le'pluv ) , hence comｭ

ponenLs parallel to the electric field vector of lighL e in the momenLum ma.trix elemenLs 

co山崎il川c to Lhe optical transiLion. In case of bulk crysta.l, the factor o[ 1/3 is obtained 

as Lhe average o[ contributions of Lhe momentum maLrix elemenLs in a11 directions since 

Lhe k vector can be taken in every direction. On the other hand, the range of the k vector 

in QW  is differenL from that in the bulk crystal due to the quantum confinement , i.e. , 

the component kll of the k vector in the QW  plane ca.n be decided freely, however, the 

At the edge of the subband, Ez.n equals to En, hence, 

(M2)MTM=0 

Namely, the heavy hole does not respond to the TM polarized light at the subband edge. 

This fact can be explained as fo11ows. The second power of the base function of Lhe heavy 
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hole is like a shape of donut as shown in Fig. B.1 (b) , moreover, the donut plane is 

perpendicular to the k vector. Therefore, the donut pla.ne is parallel to the interface of 

the Q W  at the sulコband edge. Hence, it responds to the TE polarized 1ight, however, it 

does not respond to the TM polarized one. 

1n case of QWR, the light paralle1 a.nd perpendicu1ar to the QWR direction correspond 

to the TE pola.rized and the TM pola.rized lights in a. Q~人 respectively， a.lld polarization 

of luminescence from a. QWR surfaβe can be observed. I-Iowever, it shou1d be noted 

that there are some effeds on QWR due to carrier confinement in two directioIls, e.g ・ 7

eHeds o[ mixing between heavy hole and light ho1e bands, the orientation o[ the sample 

surface, finite-potential confinement. Therefore, it is not so easy in case of QWR like 

the case of QW  mentioned above, however, the explanation about polarization fits QWR 

qualitatively, not quantitative1y. 
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Figure B.1: (a) the coordinate for analysis of polarization dependence of lmninescence 

and (b) the base wavefunctions 
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